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Andrew Yarovich's mother,
Irene, described her son as "a brilliant person. He was very honest
and very caring. He was a devoted
brother and son. He was very particular with his school work: He
always did his assignments."
Yarovich, 19, a John Carroll
freshman, died over the weekend
due to a head injury which he suffered during an epileptic seizure.
Yarovich's sister, Anna, added
that all of his friends adored him.
"If you knew him, you'd like
him," she said. "He was really attentive and caring."
Yarovich's mother said that he
suffered from internal bleeding
which caused his death.
"It was during the night," she
said. "He probably jumped and
hi t his head on the bed stand."
Yarovich was a commuter
from Highland Heights. According to Dean of Students Joseph
Farrell, he was a full-timestudent,
and was taking 12 credit hours
this semester.
"His head injuries finally took
his life," Farrell said."We got word
Saturday morning.! think he died
on Friday."
Services were held for Yarovich
on Sunday, Nov. 6, at the
Berkowitz-Kumin-Bookatz Inc.
Memorial Chapel in Cleveland
Heights.
Farrell called for a look toward
faith to try to understand this
tragedy.
"While all student deaths are
very difficult to take, the meeting
that he is now having with his
creator is why this building
stands," said Farrell.

"When I say we, the Student
Union, !just don't mean myself or
the executives, but all of you, all of
us: the student body," said Student
Union President John Cranley at
the annual State of the Union dinner.
Cranley stressed the achievements his administration has
made over the first half of his term
at Tuesday's dinner. He cited the
Marriott Appreciation Dinner,
Project Gold, Project Focus, and the
signs in the atrium debate as some
of the major accomplishments of
the Student Union.
"We have reached out to the student body, empowering other
people and accomplishing things,"
Cranley said. "When we ask for
help, our resultsaregrander,"Cranley said.
Cranleyremainedoptimisti cas
he enters the s on
o i
term. He was excited, not only
through the achievements of the
executive officers in promoting the

Kevin Bachman

The Carroll News was presented with the"Storyof the Year"
and the 3rd place "Best of Show
award by the Associated Collegiate Press/ College Media Advisers.
The awards were presented at
the 70th AnnualACP/CMAConvention in New Orleans, which
was attended by over 2,300 college journalists from across the
country.
The "Story of the Year" was a
series of articles on Jon Killian, a
32-year old former Carroll student, who stalked a Carroll student, "jennifer," for over a year.
Killian began hisobsessive behavior in September of 1992 a£ter
transferring to Carroll from Kent
State. After more than a year of
eluding police and university officials, the convicted stalker had

I'm proud of that idea, and that's
what we're strivmg for.
Cranley also recognized Richard P. Salmi, SJ., vice president for
Student Affairs, as being instrumental in the improved relationship between students and administrators.
"The perception that it's an us
vs. them relationship is a misunderstanding," he said. "We are all
here working together."
Salmi agreed and said he hoped
that his continued efforts to work
closely with the Student Union
was appreciated.
"I would hope that my relationship with the Student Union and
my efforts to work with the Student Union have been noticed by
students," Salmi said.
Cranley continued to lobby for
more student involvement in University decision-making however
"We ask for visitation, we ask

concerns of our everyday lives,"
Cranley said.
Salmi said while he and Cranley d isagree,they can sti II continue
to work together.
"We've agreed tocommunicate
and to talk," he said. "I have shown
my willingness ro work with students and the Student Union on
issuesthatareof concern to them.•
Student Union Vice President
Dennis Percy is optimistic on the
direction the Union is headed .
"1 was very happy that Cranley
addressed theadversarial relationship bet ween thestudentsand the
administrators," Percy said. "I am
happy he said 'we.' It's not an us vs.
them.lf it was us vs. them, it's difficult to make progress. If we work
together, there's a greater hope for
change," Percy said.
But according to Cranley, there
ts sci 11 much left to do.

changing," he said." People see the
Student Union as a positive force,
a force that represents your wishes.

mencspeaker, weasknottobecensored, we ask to play Frisbee on
the Quad. Let us not belittle the

tions,' he said. "Let us continue w
questton authority, and accept responsibility."

JCU Writers Harvest successful in helping needy
Christina Hynes
Assistant News Editor

Last Wednesday, the john Carroll community took part in the
third annual Writers Harvest: The
National Reading, coordinated by
Share Our Strength (SOS), an organization fighting world hunger.
"The arts, especially the spoken
arts, are important for communicating the message of hunger. The
fact that we·have writers who are
concerned, I think, is terrific," said
Edward Worley, Cleveland Food
Bank.
In its first two years, Writers

CN wins national. awards
News Editor

discount cards, Big Brother and Big
Sister, but with the volunteer efforts of students such as Megan
Baldino, who does not hold an
elected position.
"We asked Megan to lead, and
several organizations to help, with
Operation FOCUS, and we find
that there is more money, more
food, and more volunteers," Cranley said.
Cranley also credited Kelly
Miller, Monica Duflock, and
Michelle Cull in their efforts to
organize a Christmas Formal.
"We see that there is more commitment,moreconcern,and lower
prices," Cranley said.
While Cranley spent a portion
of his speech gtving credtt to the
many volunteers which have
made these service projects successful, he also reflected on the
relationships with other students,
faculty, and ad ministrators. "The

become a dominant figure in a
young female freshman's life.
Killian was suspended from
Carroll after bringing a gun onto
campus, and being arrested numerous times for trespassing, to
name a few of the 13 total charges
brought against the Cleveland
Heights man over the course of the
year.
In October 1993, over a year
since his intrusive actions began,
Killian was convicted in a Ohio
land mark stalking case. Even after being sentenced to a .year in jail,
Killian was still able to send his
victim letters. The woman, still a
student at Carroll, said during
Killian's December 1993 sentencing in Shaker Heights Mumcipal
Court that she just wanted to be
left alone.
"The criteria for the 'Story of the
Year' were, in order of importance,
see Award page 3

Harvest hasra ised almost $90,000
in donations which were distributed to more than 75 hunger relief
organizations, said Ann Andrews,
a representative from American
Express representative, national
sponsor of Writers Harvest.
"The national campaign features more than 800 authors reading selections of their works at
some200collegecampuses, bookstores,schools and libraries across
the country from Mills College
(CA) to the University of Texas to
St. Michael's College (VT)," said
Andrews.

The featured authors were Lee
K. Abbott and Steve Szilagyi who
read excerpts from their books.
Abbott, whose expertise lie in
the field of scholarly journals and
literary magazines, read from "The
Human Use of Inhuman Beings."
According
to
Mark
Winegardner, a professor in English department and member of
the Writers Harvest Advisory
Board, Abbott has been compared
to James joyce, Mark Twain, and
Buster Keaton.
Abbottisthewinnerof two Best
American Short Story Awards and

has also received the O'Henry
Award.
Abbott annually donated a
story since 1987 and has been a
part of SOS ever since, Abbott said.
"Money is inconsequential,"
Abbott said. "This (Writers Harvest] is something I could do that
counted; I could give time and
imagination." Szilagyi was originallya painter for New York magazine but switched to the typewriter. He attended Colombia
University, New York, where he
graduated Cum Laude. He has
see Harvest page 3

Pillars of progress

jonad>OO

· The expansion of Grasselli Library, expected to be complete by next Fall, will not only emance
the size of the library, but also enable administrators to offer more to the JCU corrmunity.
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Student Union brings JUSTICE to campus

Rebecca Boc:zek
Staff Reporter
Eighteen of the twenty-eight
Jesuit universiues attended the
JUSTICEConvemionm Washington D.C. wh1ch discussed jesuit
ideals and compared and conrrasted the differences and similarines among the schools.
JUSTICE, which ts four years
old, stands for Jesutt University
StudentsConcernedwith Em powerment. JUSTICE is an effort to
join jesuit schools together in a
common organization.
'We want to become a stronger
force: JUSTICE chan person
Megan Clifford said. 'We want to
promote jesuit ideals and what it

means to have a JesUit education.'
john Carroll sent five delegatestotheconvemionheldfrom
October 27th through rhe 30th.
Represenung JCU were Student
Union President john Cranley,
Clifford, Student Union Chie[Jusrice BlllGiunz,Megan Baldino,and
Tim Bramard.
Themainthemeof rheconvention was social JUStice.
john Carroll was there to make
differences;toimprovetheschool,

Cranley~aid.

The Student Union members
noticed that John Carroll is much
more resrrictred than other jesuit
universities. One of the topics discussed was the v1sitation policy

"It was appa rent th at the o ther
schools have a less restrictive visitationpolicyrhanatjohnCarroll,"
Glunz said. "I left the conference
ready to accept the challenge and
achieveforjohnCarrollwhatthese
other schools have."
Delegates discussed what it
means to be aJesuit universny.
"Many students at john Carroll have no idea what it means to
receive a Jesuit education. We
wanttogiveencouragementtothe
students to learn about thejesult
1deals. We want to teach the students what they mean. The jesuit
ideals have been adefmireadvanrage in my life and I want others to
feel that as well," Clifford said.

20680 N"orth Parle Bcn. de'V"ard
"'-.Jn.i~ersJty

H e i g h t s . O h i o 44:1.18

321-7:27:2

IHIAIPIPY IHIOUlltz
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m.-7 p.m.&: Sat.l2 p.m.-7 p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds &: Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon.&: Tues. 7 p.m.-close
We offer an array of sauces ana toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
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eggplant, ana scmctwiches, from the traditional to the creative.

tfaste the difference!
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS

jesuitidealsareabout me nand
women for others, Baldi no satd
"A jesuit university is a com
munity. 1 firmly believe that it
takes two or three people to make
adifference. AtJohnCarrollthere
is no problem findmg those two or
three people," Baldino said "There
is a time in life to make d tfferences
and create oppurtunines. Coll ege
is one of these times. Combine the
two and you can make somethmg
incredible."
Other topics discussed at the
convention were Georgetown
University's success£ ul coffee shop
and the accepted gay and lesbian
dubs at the other Jesuit schools.
A resolution was passed staring that schools sh ould accept
gay/lesbian and bi-sexual organizations at their school. john
Carroll does not have a gay/lesbianorbi-sex u al orga n izationbut
rhejUSTICE delegates still voted
for this.
The student governments at
theotheruniversitieshavecontrol
of the money going to the clubs
and organizations, but at john
Carroll, there is no control by the
studentgovernment,Cranleysaid.
"We'realienated from decision
making," Cranley ·said "This
doesn't promote leade rsh ip or the
growing m at urity of our decision
making."
Administrative pol iclesa t Carroll make student leadershipsdiffic ult, said Bra ina rd.
"They want us to be open to
growth and want us to question,
but we're given policies to hinder
these questions," Brainard said.
"Theywamustoexplorewhowe
are, but we're unable to have cer-

tatn groups on campus ablmg us
to do this."
Manyoftheother universines,
mcludmg the University of San
Francisco and the University of
Seattle, are planning on writing
letters on behalf of the john Carroll Student Government askmg
for more control of the money appropriated for organizations and
club.s, said Baldino.
. .
There was a real wtlhngness
mtheorherschoolstosupponus,"
Clifford said. "Therewasalotmore
dedication this year; it was obvious !'hat everyone was there to get
something accomplished, not to
havefun."
The convention made the Student Union think more about
what happensatJohnCarroll and
what they need to do to meet the
needs of the school, Cranley said.
"We need to redefine the relationship betwee n the Student
Un io n and the other organizations," he said. "We need to promote an atmosphere where the
Student Union is self-governed.
Thereneedstobemoreaction,not
just by the Student Union officers,
but bytheofficersof theorganizations as wel l. The Student Union
is doing a lot, but we can always
do more."
Even with the accomplish ments of the Student Union, there
is still a need to incorporatejesuit
ideals, Glu nz said.
"We have a lot of work to do at
this school to get things going,"
Glunz said. "We need to be given
more responsibility and incorporare more ot the teachings of St.
lgnatms and apply the Jesuit
teachings into our everyday lives."

en1ng.
Friday, November 11

Hypnotist - Fred Winters
8 p.m. -Atrium
Saturday, November 12

Comedian Mike Rayburn
8 p.m.- Atrium
Sunday, November 13

Corina - Corina
8 p.m.- Kulas Auditorium
........... the first 50 people, bus leaves Belvoir Lot at noon.

able for $2.00 in the Student Life Office.
the
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Award
Continued from page 1.
the value and importance of the
story; the quahty of the reporting,
the quality of the writing and editing, and any reponed outcome
due to the publication of the article," said Anme Christman, the
Best of Show Awards director.
Stan Al lison, the hi ring edit or
of the Los Angeles Tt me sand "Story
of the Year" judge said "these stories accomplished what every
story should: they got a reaction.
Without a doubt, this story about
a ground breaking menacing
charge, makes it the 1994 Story of
the Year winner."
The stalking series was a collaborate effort by 1993-1994 Carroll News Editor-in-Chief,
Meg han Gourley and, then, Crime
Investigator,John R. Thorne.
Gourley said she learned about
"real journalism" while covering
this story.
"It was by far the most challengingstory I've ever covered, and
although I'm honored to receive
such recogni tion , I would have
preferred it to not have been on
suc h a tragic story," said Gourley.
John Thorne, current CN editor-in-chief, is proud of the national recognition.
"It's obviously an honor and it
makes me realize that what I'm
doing, I'm doing it for a reason,"
said Thorne.
Mary An,n Flannery; VSC, currem advisor of The Carroll News
said she believed the story was an
important one for the community
to read .
"lts a problem that campuses
are fac ing," Flannery said. "john
Carroll should be very proud that
this story did a servi ce to its cam pus
rc
y
r ing students of the seriousness of
this k ind of problem."
Marianne Salcett i, Carrol l
News advisor while the stalking
package was written, said tha t the
Cleveland media followed The
Carroll News' lead in their coverage of the case. Salcetti was pleased
with the award and said it recognizes the talents of the entire CN
staff.
"Meghan Gourley and John
Thorne are to be lauded for their
efforts in providing the type of
journalism that not only informs,
but also inspires," Salcetti said.
"W hile the stalker package had
previously received both national
and regional recognition by at her
journalistic association s, this
award is truly outstanding. For
The Carrol l News to be selected as
the "Story of the Year," by this
group is equivalent to the Pulitzer
Prize level in collegiate journalism."
Gourley said the stories required a lot of effort on behalf of
the CN as a whole, and a lot of guts
on behalf of the female student.
"It would not have bee·n ·possible without the support of Tile
Carrol!Newsstaff and Dr. Salcetti,
and especially Killian survivor
Jennifer,' who should never again
be labeled a victim ," she said.
The Carroll News also beat out
over 260 schools in the "Best of
Show category taking home third
Correction: William ]. Cenker is the
chairperson of the Accountancy
Department. An article last week
incorrecdy
named
Richard
Fleischman as chair.
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place.
Tom Ronicki, the executive director of the Associated Collegiate
Press, said the judges for the "Best
of the Show" contest, the New Orleans Times-Picayune and the Society of 1\'ewspaper Design, were
looking for specific details in each
entry.
"The most tmportant elements
were reportmg and coverage,"
Ro nicki said. "Second ly, overall
design and the visual elements,
graphics and photography were
considered. When it came down
ro the top 5 of 10 papers, we did a
spot check on the writing and editing of the paper."
Richard I' Salmi, vice president
for Student Affairs at Carroll, said
that the award reflects on thejohn
Carroll comm unity as a whole.
"I think it's the fact that students read thenewspaper," hesaid.
"What The Carroll News says
sparks conversation cin campus,
not only the reporting, but what
the editorials say. They do see it as Featured authors LeeK. Abbott (left), member of the Harvest advisory board Mark Winegaid'~;;,-·•
a credible paper"
and Steve Szt!agyt helped make John Carroll's Writers Harvest a successful endeavor.
The competition included
schools such as Northeastern , Harvest
viatinghungeronan international the way the universitygor behind
Pepperd ine, and Northwestern,
level. 50S's aim is to help the 20 rhis,"Winegardnersaid. "This was
sc hools which are known for their continued from page 1
million people who suffer from my most rewardmg lime here at
written over 1,500 capsule movie hunger, said Winegardner.
journalism programs.
John Carroll. We will definitely
"I t proves that TJJ eCa rrvllNews reviews in HBO's Guide To Movies.
"Share Our Strength is a lean do it again next year."
is a very, very good paper," Thorne
Szilagyi read an excerpt from and mean organization and an
said.
Photographing Theories, a 20th enemy to red tape and apathy,"
Flannery is proud of the award, century fairy tale, which has been said Allison Bett y,a SOS representha t en com passes the efforts of the picked up by a British film com- tative.
entire 1994-1995 Carroll News pany and is currently in pre-proJohn Carroll University's
staff.
duction.
branch of Writers Harvest has
"I think it shows the technoWriters Harvest raised over been one of the top lOevents in the
logical capabilities of the staff," $1,800 in ticketsalesand over $400 last two year, said Winegardner.
Flannery said. "This kind of award in T-shirt and hat sales. All of the This is in companson to universimeans that the paperwillonly get proceeds will be donated to the ties with over 30,000 students.
better."
Cleveland Food Bank and to aile"1 was really impressed with

The Carroll News is searching for photographers.
at tn o s ooterare
Stop in the CN office and ask for John Thorne
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Student Union brings JUSTICE to campu_
s
Rebecca Boczek
Staff Reporter

E1ghteen of the twenty-eight
jesuit umversities attended the
jUSTlCEConvenuonin Washtngton D.C. which discussed jesuit
tdeals and compared and contrasted the differences and similarities among the schools.
JUSTJCE, which is four years
old, stands for Jesuit University
Students Concerned with Empowerment. JUSTICE is an effort to
join jesuit schools together in a
common organization
'We want to become a stronger
force," JUSTlCE chairperson
Megan Clifford said. 'We want to
promorejesuit ideals and what it

means to have a j esuit educan on •
John Carroll sent five del egatestotheconvention held from
October 27th through the 30th
Represenung JCU were Student
Union President John Cranley,
Clifford,StudentUnionChlefjusticeBillGlunz,MeganBaldino,and
Tim Brainard.
The main theme of theconvennon was soc1al JUStiCe.
John Carroll was there to make
differences; to improve the school,
Cranley.,aaid .
The Student Union members
noticed that john Carroll is much
more restrict red than other jesuit
universities. One of the topics discussed was the visitation policy.

"It was appa rent that the other
schools have a less restrictive visitau on policy thanatjohn Car roll ,"
Glunz said . "!left the conference
ready to accept the challenge and
achteveforJohnCarroll wharthese
other schools have."
Delegates discussed what it
means to be a jesuit university.
"Many students at John Carroll have no idea what it means to
receive a jesuit education. We
wanttogiveencouragementtothe
studentS to learn about thejesun
ideals. We want to teach the students what they mean . The jesuit
ideals have been a definite ad vantage in my life and I want others to
feel that as well," Clifford said.

20680 N"ort:h Parle B o u l e v a r d
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'taste the difference!
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS

JesUit 1deals are about me n and
women for others, Baldino said.
"A jesuit universi ty IS a community. l fi rml y believe that it
takes two or three people to make
a difference. A tjohn Carroll there
is no problem findingthosetwoor
three people," Baldinosaid. "There
is a time in life to make differences
and createoppurtumties. College
is one of these times. Combine the
two and you can makesomethtng
incredible."
Other topics discussed at the
convention were Georgetown
University's successf ulcoffeeshop
and the accepted gay and lesbian
clubs at the other jesuit schools
A resolution was passed stating that school s should accept
gay/lesbian and bi-sexual organizations at their school. john
Carroll does not have a gay/lesbianor bi-sex ualorganization but
thejUSTlCE delegates still voted
for this.
The student governments at
the other universities have control
of the money going to the clubs
and organizations, but at John
Carroll, there is no control by the
studentgovernment,Cranleysaid.
"We're alienated from decision
making," Cranley said. "This
doesn't promote leadership or the
growing maturity of our decision
making."
Admini strative policies at Carroll make student leadershipsdifficult, said Brainard.
"They want us to be open to
growth and want us to question,
but we're given policies to hinder
these questions," Brainard said.
"They want us to explore who we
are, but we're unable to have cer-

ta m groups on campus abbng us
to do th1s."
Man y of the other universit ies,
including the Universny of San
Fran cisco and the Umversi ty of
Seattle, are planning on writing
letters on behalf of thejohn Carroll Student Government asking
for more control of the money appropr ia ted for organizations and
clu~s. said Baldino.
. .
There was a real wi!hngness
in theotherschools to support us,"
Cliffordsaid. "Therewasalotmore
dedication this year; it was obvious t'hat everyone was there to get
something accomplished, not to
have fun ."
The convention made the Student Union think more about
whathappensatjohnCarrolland
what they need to do to meet the
needs of theschool,Cranleysaid.
"We need to redefme the relationship between the Student
Union and the other organizations," he said. "We need to promote an atmosphere where the
Student Union is self-governed.
Thereneedstobemoreaction,not
just by the Student Union officers,
but by the officers of theorganizations as well. The Student Union
is doing a lot, but we can always
do more."
Even with the accomplishmentsof the Student Union, there
is still a need to incorporatejesuit
ideals, Glunz said.
"We have a lot of work to do at
this school to get things going,"
Glunz said. "We need to be given
more responsibility and incorporate more ot the teachings of St.
lgnatius and apply the jesuit
teachings into our everyday lives."

appen1ng.
Friday, November 11

Hypnotist - Fred Winters
8 p.m.- Atrium
Saturday, November 12

Comedian Mike Rayburn
8 p.m.- Atrium
Sunday, November 13

Corina - Corina
8 p.m.- Kulas Auditorium
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Award
Continued from page 1
the value and importance of the
story, the quality of the reporting,
the quality of the writing and editing, and any reported outcome
due 10 the publication of the arPcle," said Annie Christman , the
Best of Show Awards director.
Stan Allison, the hiring editor
of the losAngelesTimesand "Swry
of the Year" judge said "these stories accomplished what ever y
story should: they got a reaction.
Without a doubt , this story about
a ground breaking menacing
charge, makes it the 1994 Story of
the Year winner."
The stalking senes was a collaborate effort by 1993-1994 Carroll News Editor-in-Chief ,
Meghan Gourley and , then, Crime
lnvestigator,john R. Thorne.
Gourley said she learned about
"real journalism" while covering
this story.
"lt was by far the most challengingsrory I've ever covered, and
although I'm honored to receive
such recognition, I would have
preferred it to not have been on
such a tragic story," said Gourley.
john Thorne, current CN editor-in-chief, is proud of the national recognition.
"It's obviously an honor and it
makes me realize that what I'm
doing, I'm doing it for a reason,"
said Thorne.
Mary A n.n Flannery, VSC, current advisor of The Carroll News
said she believed the story was an
important one for the community
to read.
"lts a problem that campuses
are facing," Flannery said. "john
Carroll should be very proud that
this story did a service to its cam pus
rc p
aring students of the seriousness of
this kind of problem."
Marianne Salce t ti, Carroll
News advisor while the stalking
package was written, said that the
Cleveland media followed The
Carroll News' lead in their coverage of thecase.Salcetti was pleased
with the award and said it recognizes the talents of the entire CN
staff.
"Meghan Gourley and john
Thorne are to be lauded for their
efforts in providing the type of
journalism that not only informs,
but also inspires," Salcetti said.
"While the stalker package had
previously received both national
and regional recognition by other
jour na listie associations, this
award is truly outstanding. For
The Carroll News to be selected as
the "Story .of the Year," by this
group is equivalent to the Pulitzer
Prize level in collegiate journal-

place.
Tom Ronicki, the executive director of the Associated Collegiate
Press, said the judges for the "Best
of the Show" contest, the New Orleans Times-Picayune and the Society of Newspaper Design, were
lookingforspecificdetailsinea h
entry.
"The most important elements
were reporting and coverage,"
Ron icki sa id. "Secondly, overall
design and the visual elements,
graphics and photography were
considered. When it came down
to the top 5 of 10 papers, we did a
spot check on the writing and editing of the paper."
Richard P.Salmi, vice president
for Student Affairs at Carroll , said
that the award reflects on the john
Carroll community as a whole.
"I think it's the fact that studems read the newspaper," he said.
"What The Carroll News says
sparks conversation on campus.
not only the reporting, but what
the editorials say. They do see it as
a credible paper."
The competit ion includ ed
schools such as Northeastern,
Pepperdine, and Northwestern,
schools which are known for their
journalism programs.
"lt proves that TheCarrollNews
is a very, very good paper," Thorne
said.
Flannery is proud of the award,
that encompasses the efforts of the
entire 1994-1995 Carroll News
staff.
"I think it shows the technological capabilit ies of the sta ff,"
Flannery said. "This kind of award
means that the paper will only get
better."

Jon"""' H<llcy
Feat ured aut.hors L. ee K. Abbott (left}, member of the Harvest advisory board Mark Winegardner,
and Steve Sztlagyl helped make John Carroll's Writers Harvest a successful endeavor.

Harvest
continued from page 1
written over 1,500 capsule movie
reviews in HBO'sGuide To Movies.
Szilagyi read an excerpt from
Photographing Theories, a 20th
century fairy tale, which has been
picked up by a British film company and is currently in pre-production.
Writers Harvest raised over
$l,800in ticket sales and over $400
in T-shirt and hat sales. All of the
proceeds wtll be donated to the
Cleveland Food Bank and to alle-

viatinghungeronan international
level. SOS's aim is to help the 20
million people who suffer from
hunger, said Winegardner.
"Share Our Strength is a lean
and mean orga ni zation and an
enemy to red tape and apathy,"
said Allison Betty, a SOS representative.
John Carroll U ni ve rsi t y's
bra nch of Write rs 1-iarvest has
been one of the top lO events in the
last two years, said Winegardner.
Th1s1s in comparison to universities with over 30,000 students.
"1 was really impressed with

the way theuniversitygot behind
this,"Wmegardnersaid. "This was
my most rewarding time here at
John Carroll. We will definitely
do it again next year."

The Carroll News is searching for photographers.
.
at tn
Stop in the CN office and ask for John Thorne
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ism."

Gourley said the stories required a lot of effort on behalf of
theCN as a whole, and a lot of guts
on behalf of the female student.
"It would not have bee·n 'possible Without the support of The
CarrollNewsstaff and Dr. Salcetti,
and especially Killian survivor
~ennifer,' who should never again
be labeled a victim," she said .
The Carroll News also beat out
over 260 schools in the "Best of
Show category taking home third
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.
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More classes required for
Ohio accounting students
Ma Myers
Business Ed1tor
By the year 2000, aspt ring CPA
accoumingstudents will need ISO
credits to graduate, opposed to the
current 128, resulting in an addi
tiona! year of course work.
The Accountancy Board of
Ohio, which tssues certified public accounting (CPA) llcenses,
changed its requirementsaf ter the
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountant s (A ICPA )
raised the standards for its new
members.
Those who take and pass the
CPA exam after December 31,1999,
will be required to have ISO hours
of college course work in order to
be a member o£ the AICPA. Currently, the AICPA requires that its
mcm hers have a bachelor's degree
inaccountingand have passed the
CPA exam, said Rick Elam, vicepresident of education [or the
AICPA.
Theaccountingdepartmentat
John Carroll University IS currently planning a fifth year program foraccoumingstudents,said
William). Cenker, chairperson of
John Carroll's accounting department.
Freshmen who are entering in
thefallof 1996, will be affected the
most, he said.
"We are hoping that the fifth
year will be an MBA with a concentration in accounting," said
Cenker. However, the "rules are
very vague as to what the fifth
year has to look like."
Currently, john Carroll has

only a pan-ume MBA program w
place, so the School of Business
must adjust to meet the new erneria , he said.
"Hopefully, we will be able to
destgn a fifth year program to attract people with bachelor's degrees rrom other schools," satd
Cenker "We do not wish to become a feeder school for Case
Western's master's degree program, for example."
Other schools currently have a
full-time master'sdegree program
in place, said Karen Walton, professor of accountancy atJCU.
These 32 hours can be completed on a full or part-time basis,
she said.
"We are trying to design a program that will work for all those
situations," Walton said. "The idea
behind [the changes] is that [students! would have a broader business background.[Students]would
do more skill building" in the fifth
year.
John Carroll will still offer a
four year bachelor's degree program, said Cenker.
The program will be designed
so that students will not have to
make the decision toenterthefif th
year program until their fourth
year.
AllynAdams,partnerincharge
of the emerging and mid-sizecompanies department in the Cleveland office of the Big Six accounting firm Deloitte &: Touche, is a
proponent of the new accounting
requirements.
"The upgrading of the profes-

s1on is a very important concern,"
he satd.
Accordmg to Adams, in the
19SOs, a person did not need a college degree to take the CPA exam.
Then , a four year degree was requtred, said Adams
"Ove rall,[thelgoal is to upgrade
the standards of the profession,"
satd Cenker.
Individual states, like Ohio. issue licenses to accountants in order to protect its citizens rrom
unqualified individuals, said
Elam.
"They believe that citizens
should have competent people as
CPAs," he said.
Businesses now expect their
accountants to be knowledgeable
in the fields of management , marketing, and finance, and to beeffective communicators and writers, said Adams.
"\Students] will have a greater
opportunity to take these courses"
in the fifth year, he said.
This is important because accounting firms are now becoming professional service firms, he
said.
"They[businesses]areasking us
[accountants] about business in
general," said Adams.
He compared the accounting
profession to those of medical and
law, both which require more
schooling thana bachelor's degree.
"The four years required is not
enough for an accoumant to prepare for the fieldanymore,"he said.
Richard Bongorno, a voting
member of the AICPA , and man-
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AT&T challenge update: report warns
investors to research purchases
Mary Myers

Business Edito~r--------A report m The Wall Streetjounwl warns investors nor just ro
mvest in brand names that they know; but to research the company
before buying its stock. The journal suggests that investors do their
homework, by finding statistics on a company before purchasing 1ts
stock A local library contains the history of the company's
earnings and sales. A recent annual report can beobtainedfrom the
company itself.
The report also warns investors to diversify their portfolios, and
notto let emotions get in the way. Enthusiasm for a company should
be matched with. a solid background. As participants in th.e Stock
Challenge evaluate their portfolios at the half way point in the
challenge, this advice is applicable as they evaluate their portfolios.
aging partner of Cohen & Co., a
local accounting firm, disagreed .
"1 was actually one of the few
people who voted against it," he
said. "One more year c_Jf schooling
is one less year of practical experience."
Education does not automatically create respect in a field,
Bongornosaid . However, the extra
education willhavesome benefits.
•Accounting as a profession has
shown to be more respected than
law," he said. "T he public has
shown a concern over the quality
of CPAs. There will be much more
depth of understanding," of accounting and business in general.
A person with a bachelor's degree in accounting can practice
without becoming a CPA, said
Elam.
However, in order for an accounting firm to be a member of
the AI CPA, all of its partners must
be members of the Institute, said
Adams.
"It is very important for a firm
tosayit is a member of the A !CPA,"
he said.

According to Adams, this rule
will take a long time to affect partnerships, because it usually takes
an accountant approximately
eight to lO years to become a partner. A firm will not keep a person
on staff for very long if she or he
cannot sit for the CPA exam, said
Adams.
A concern about the change in
requirements is the extra costs that
students will have to endure, said
Cenker.
The extra cost is a problem for
two reasons, he said. The classes
themselves are more expensive,
and students may lose scholarship
money after four years. According
to the John Carroll University
cashier's office, one credit hour of
course work for a master's degree
in business is currently $475, or
$15,200 for 32.
"Cost is a consideration," said
Walton. "We [the accounting department! have had discussions
with financial aid [about scholarships]."
These discussions are ongoing,
she said.

Pro osed GM overha
looks to limit divisions
selling essentially the same, oyerWarren Brown and Frank
lapping look-alike products unSwoboda
© 1994, The Washington Post
der different nameplates.
It is basically the same system
Still stumbling two years after
a boardroom revolution forced used by Toyota Motor Corp., the
massive management changes, Japanese carmaker that is increasGeneral Motors Corp. is consider- ingly being copied by the U.S. car
ing an overhaul of 1ts marketing companies.
Sharon Sarris, a GM spokesand designoperauons that would
dramatically curb the traditional woman, said the company recogpowers of its five card i visions, a(j:· nizes "there needs to be an even
closer tie" between the design of
cording to company sources.
GM sources said the company cars and their manufacture. But
is considering a plan that would she added thatGM alsorecognized
basically strip the five divisions- the importance of the five diviChevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, sions and the need to assure that
Buick and Cadillac- of the power there is a disti net brand character
to decide what GM builds and in each of them.
send that job to the company's
Linda Cook , another GM
three manufacturing divisions.
spokeswoman, Friday labeled the
Sources caution that no final talk of reducing the divisions'
decisions have been made and that power as 'speculation' and said
GM may ultimately do something that to say the company was confar less radical.
sidering 'a total restructuring'
All sides in the debate agree would be incorrect.
that such a change would be an
GM has been searching for a
enormous culture shock to a cor- new vice president of marketing
poration in which the five divi- since j. Michael Lash was prosions have historically held most moted to chief financial officer
of the internal power.
last July. In a departure from traBolstering their status is the dition,GM also let it be known the
huge network of dealers that tend company would look outside the
to support the divisions in inter- company, if necessary, to find the
nal scuf£ling.
right person.
The goal of such a plan would
GM's board of directors will
be to rid the giant auto maker of a hold its regular monthly meeting
competitive internal system th.at Monday in Detroit, bur company
dates to the 1930s under Chair- officials said they did not know
man Alfred Sloan.
whether the board would take up
At present, each division has the proposed plan at that meeting.
wide leeway to survey consumer Sources said the board was upset
interests, demographics and de- by the $328 million third-qua rter
sign trends and decide what to loss in GM'score North American
build . The system basically pits automotive operations. GM reeach division against the other ported an overall third quarter
and has resulted in all divisions profit for its operations worldwide.
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Marc Lynn named outstanding professor
Stacy Dyrlund
Staff Reporter
For integrating a systems approach to teachmg with his own
philosophy of education, Marc
Lynn , a School of Business professor, ts the recipient of this year's
Wasmer Teaching Award.
The Wasmer Teaching Award
is annually presented to an outstanding professor in the School
of Business.
Lynn, an assistant professor in
the management, marketing and
logisttcs department, attributes
his progress as a teacher to theJCU
administration and faculty from
which he learns each day.
"I'm honored and feel quite fortunate to have had the opportunity to work with faculty members th at have been willing to help
me be a better teacher and to have
theadministrativesupport neces sary to develop towards my potentialm that area," said Lynn.
This selection process began
last spring when students enrolled
in the School of Business voted for
the Favorite Teacher of the Year
Award. The top fJve candidates
from this vote automatically became the nominees for the
Wasmer Teaching Award, said
Frank Navratil,dean of the School
of Business.
This year. the two past recipients of the award, along with one
retired faculty member, made up
the Wasmer selection committee.
The committee had personal conversations with former students,
and solicited student evaluations
gradedistributionsand a syllabu~

to make their final decision said
'
Navrari l.
The final step for selection was
an mtervtew with the three person faculty committee concerningeach nominee's philosophy of

then transformed himself into ev
erythingfrom a biology major to a
business management profe sor,
and allows himself to take full
advantage of each opportunity
that comes his way.

trepreneurs, igrewupin business,"
he said. "I made an easy transttton
of my skills lOt he bus mess world."
Lynn had bcenassoctated with
John arroll for a year as a consultantwiththeUniver ity,when,

Marc Lynn, winner of the 1994 Wasmer Teaching Award, is a fan of Einstein's way of ''thinkin;.~· r""""
education and approaches to
teachmg,sa1d Navratil.
"P lanning
is not what has got
h
me w ere 1 am today. .. but 1
wouldn't change a thing," said
Lynn, who has not always been a
umversay professor.
Lynn recetved h1s doctorate in
regulatory biology with a focus in
cardiOvascular neurophysiology
~rom Cleveland State University
m the early 1980s. He has since

lnthepastfewyears,Lynnwent
from a hard core medt'cal researcher at the Cleveland Clt'nl·c
toasystemsdevelopmemconsultantowninghisown business, Professional Computing Systems. He
said thiscareer changecame when
other companies and businesses
took a look at the computer systerns he developed to help htm
with his own research projects.
"Coming from a family of en-

inthe summerofl987,hewasap
proac h ed a bo ut teachmg a computer course, and accepted.
"I have taught musJc, biology,
physiology, computer related
things, and teachtng is 1he thread
that went through everything,"
said Lynn
Integration is a rheme that he
carries throughout his entire life.
Lynn said that he has been for tunate enough to have ex])erienced

the unusual diversity of life whtle
growmg up and has been greatly
influenced by these experiences.
"lgrewupwithscientiflc,quan
tttative approach type people
mixed with a lot of creauve,artisuc people," said Lynn .
Anyone who steps into his office can see the effects of these influences today. On one wall, Lynn
has a few Etnstel n posters and on
the other wall , a couple of Monet
pamtings.
"lltkc Emstein because he was
a thinker," said Lynn.
In his spare ume, Lynn plays
class1cal and pzz music professionally
"1 play guitar, bass, trombone,
trumpet , axophone and flute,"
Lynn said. "It has saved me thousands of dollars on therapy bills."
So what qualities lift Lynn
above the rest to become the recipient of this presugtous award?
Andrew Welki, ass1stant professor of economics and the first
rec1p1ent of the WasmerTeach1ng
Award, sa~d that the diversity of
Lynn's background, as well as the
many way he finds to take hts
students outs1de 1he classroom to
learnabout Managemem Information ystems, make Lynn the best
chotce for theoutstanding teacher
111 the School of Busmess.
"With Dr. Lynn, learning takes
place when you close the text
book," satd Welki.
Lynn received the Wasmer
Teaching Award last Saturday
morning during Parents Weekend
preceding his speech enutled "A
Systems Aflproa h to Fduca.tton •
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More classes required for
Ohio accounting students
Mary Myers
Business Editor
By the year 2000, aspiring CPA
accoumingstudentswill need 150
credits to graduate, opposed to the
current 128, resulting in an additional year of course work.
The Accountancy Board of
Ohio, which issues certified public accounting (CPA) licenses,
changed itsrequirementsaf ter the
American Institute of Certifted
Public Accountants (A ICPA )
raised the standards for its new
members.
Those who take and pass the
CPA exam after December 31,1999,
will be required to have 150 hours
of college course work in order to
be a member of the AICPA. Currently. the AICPA requires that its
members have a bachelor's degree
in accounting and have passed the
CPA exam, said Rick Elam, vicepresident of education for the
AI CPA.
The accounting department ar
John Carroll University is currently planning a fifth year program for accounti ngstudents,said
William]. Cenker, chairperson of
john Carroll's accounting department.
Freshmen who are entering in
thefallo£1996, will be affected the
most, he said.
"We are hoping that the fifth
year will be an MBA with a concemration in accounting," said
Cenker. However, the "rules are
very vague ilS to what the fifth
year has to look like."
Currently, john Carroll has

on] y a pan-time MBA program in
place, so the School of Busmess
must adJUSt to meet the new criteria, he said.
"Hopefully, we will be able to
design a fifth year program to attract people with bachelor's degrees from other schools," said
Cenker. "We do not wish to become a feeder school for Case
Western's master's degree program, for example."
Other schools currently have a
full-time master's degree program
in place, said Karen Walton, professor of accountancy atjCU.
These 32 hours can be completed on a full or part-time basis,
she said.
"We are trying to design a program that will work for all those
situations," Walton said. "The idea
behind (the changes] is that (students] would have a broader business background.(Studems]would
do more skill building" in the fifth
year.
John Carroll will still offer a
four year bachelor's degree program, said Cenker.
The program will be designed
so that students will not have to
make the decision to enter thefif rh
year program until their fourth
year.
AllynAdams,parrnerincharge
of the emerging and mid-sizecompanies department in the Cleveland office of the Big Six accounting firm Delcine &: Touche, is a
proponent oft he new accounting
requirements.
"The upgrading of the profes-

ston is a very important concern,"
he said.
According to Adams, in the
1950s, a person did not need a college degree to take the CPA exam.
Then, a four year degree was required,satd Adams.
"Overall,(thelgoal is to upgrade
the standards of the profession ,"
said Cen ker.
Individual states, like Ohio, issue licenses to accountants in order to protect its citizens from
unqualified individuals, said
Elam.
"They believe that citizens
should have competent people as
CPAs," he said.
Businesses now expect their
accountants robe knowledgeable
in the fields of management, marketing, and finance, and to beeffective communicators and writers, said Adams.
iStudents] will have a greater
opportunity to take these courses"
in the fifth year, he said.
This is important because accounting firms are now becoming professional service firms, he
said.
"They(businesses]are asking us
(accountants] about business in
general," said Adams.
He compared the accounting
profession to those of medical and
law, both which require more
schooling than a bachelor's degree.
"The four years required is not
enough for an accountant to prepare for the field anymore," he said.
Richard Bongorno, a voting
member of the AICPA, and man-

AT&T challenge update: report warns
investors to research purchases
Mary Myers
Business Editor
A report m The Wall Street]ournal warns mvestors nor just to
invest in brand names that they know, but to research the company
before buying tts stock. The Journa 1suggests that investors do their
homework. by findingstaristicsonacompany before purchasing its
stock. A local library contains rhe history of the company's
earningsandsales. A recentannualreportcan be obtained from the
company itself.
The report also warns investors todtversify their portfolios, and
notto let emotions get in the way. Enthusiasm fora companyshould
be matched with a solid background. As participants in the Stock
Challenge evaluate their portfolios at the half way point in the
challenge. this ad vice is applicable as they evaluate their portfolios.
aging partner of Cohen &: Co., a
local accounting firm, disagreed.
"I was actually one of the few
people who voted against it," he
said. "One more year of schooling
is one less year of practical experience."
Education does not automatically create respect in a field,
Bongorno said. However, the extra
education will have some benefits.
"Accounting as a profession has
shown to be more respected than
law," he said . "The public has
shown a concern over the quality
of CPAs. There will be much more
depth of understanding," of accounting and business in general.
A person with a bachelor's degree in accounting can practice
without becoming a CPA, said
Elam.
However. in order for an accounting firm to be a member of
the AI CPA, all of its partners must
be members of the Institute, said
Adams.
"It is very important for a firm
to say it is a member of theAlCPA,"
he said.

According to Adams, this rule
will take a long time toaffecr partnerships, because it usually takes
an accountant approximately
eight to 10 years to become a partner. A firm will not keep a person
on staff for very long if she or he
cannot sit for rhe CPA exam, said
Adams.
A concern about the change in
requirements is the extra costs that
students will have to endure, said
Cenker.
The extra cost is a problem for
two reasons, he said. The classes
themselves are more expensive,
and students may lose scholarship
money after four years. According
to the john Carroll University
cashier's office, one credit hour of
course work for a master's degree
in business is currently $475, or
$15,200 for 32.
"Cost is a consideration," said
Walton. "We [the accounting department] have had discussions
with financial aid (about scholarships]."
These discussions are ongoing,
she said.
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Marc Lynn named outstanding professor
Stacy Dyrlund
Staff Reporter

For integrating a systems approach to teaching with his own
philosophy of education , Marc
Lynn, a School of Business professor, IS the recipient of this year's
Wasmer Teaching Award
The Wasmer Teaching Award
is annually presented to an ourstanding professor in the School
of Business.
Lynn, an assistant professor in
the management, marketing and
logistics department, attributes
his progress as a teacher to the JCU
administration and faculty from
which he learns each day.
"I'm honored and feel quite fortunate to have had the opportunity to work with faculty members that have been willing to help
me be a better teacher and to have
the administrative support necessary to develop towards my potential in that area," said Lynn. '
This selection process began
last spring whenstudentsenrolled
in the School of Business voted for
the Favorite Teacher of the Year
Award. The top five candidates
from this vote automatically became th e nominees fo r the
Wasmer Teaching Award, said
Frank Navratil, dean of the School
of Business.
This year,_ the two past recipients of the award, along with one
retired faculty member, made up
the Wasmer selection committee.
The committee had persona I conversations with former students
and solicited student evaluations'
grade distributions and a syllabu~

to make rhm final decision, said
Navratil.
Thefinal step for selection was
an interview wah the three person faculty committee concerning each nominee's philosophy of

then transformed him elf intoeverythmg from a biology major to a
business management professor,
and allows himself to take full
advantage of each opportunity
that comes his way

trepreneurs, lgrew up in busmess,"
he said. "I made an easy transiuon
f my sktlls tot he business world."
Lynn had been associated wuh
John Carroll for a year as a consultant wnh the University, when.

Marc Lynn, winner of the 1994 Wasmer Teaching Award, is a fan of Einstein's way of "thin kin;.:• n........
education and approaches to
reac h ing, said Navratil.
"P lanning is not what has got
me w
ldh ere l am today... but I
wou n't change a thing," said
Lynn, who has not always been a
university professor.
Lynn received his doctorate in
regulatorybiologywirhafocusin
cardiovascular neurophysiology
from Cleveland State University
in the early 1980s. He has since

lnthepastfewyears,l:ynnwent
from a hard core med t'ca I researcher at the Cleveland Cli.ni·c
toasystemsdevelopmenrconsultanrowning his own business, Professional Computing Systems. He
said thiscareerchangecame when
other companies and businesses
took a look at the computer systerns he developed to help him
with his own research projects.
"Coming from a famt' ly of en-

·mt hesummerof I98 7, hewasapproac hed a bo ut teaching a compurer course, an d accepted.
"I have taug h t mu ic, biology,
physiology, computer related
things, and teaching is the thread
t h at went t h roug h cveryt h ing,"
said Lynn.
Integration is a theme that he
carries throughout his entire life.
Lynn said that he has been for ru·
d
na te enough to have expenence

the unusual diversity of hfe whtle
growing up and has been greatly
mfluenced by these experiences.
"!grew upwnh scienrific,quanmauve approach type pe_ople
mixed with a lor of creative, artistic people," said Lynn.
Anyone who steps into his office can see 1he effects of these mfluenccs today. On one wall, Lynn
has a few Emstein posters and on
the other wall, a couple of Monet
paintings.
"I hke Einstein because he was
a thinker.· said Lynn.
In his spare time, Lynn plays
classical and Jazz music professionally.
"I play guttar, bass, trombone.
trumpet. saxophone and flute,"
Lynn said "lt has saved me thousands of dollars on therapy bills"
So what qualiues lift Lynn
above the rest 10 become the reciptent of this prestigious award?
Andrew Welki, assi tant pro·
fessor of econom res and 1he first
reciptent of the Wasmer Teachrng
Award, said that the diver·ity of
Lynn's background, <IS well as the
many ways he finds to rake hts
students outside the classroom to
learn about Management Information System , make Lynn the best
choice for theoutstandingteacher
in the hool of Business.
"With Dr. Lynn, learning takes
place when you close the teKt
book,' said Welki.
Lynn received the Wasmer
Teaching Award last Saturday
morning during Parent's Weekend
preceding his speech entitled "A
Sy~t ms Approach to Fdu allon •

~~~~====~~~~~~
Warren Brown and Frank
Swoboda

Gatorade Rock-N-Roll
Shootout

. .. ..
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Still stumbling two years after
a boardroom revolution forced
massive management changes,
General Motors Corp. is considering an overhaul of its marketing
and destgn operations that would
d ramatica 11 y curb the traditional
powers of its fivecardivisions, a<;cording to company sources.
GM sources said the company
is considering a plan that would
basically strip the five divisions Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile,
Buick and Cadillac- of the power
to decide what GM builds and
send that job to the company's
three manufacturing divisions.
Sources caution that no final
decisions have been made and that
GM may ultimately do something
far less radical.
All sides in the debate agree
that such a change would be an
enormous culture shock to a corporation in which the five divisions have historically held most
of the internal power.
Bolstering their status is the
huge network of dealers that tend
to support the divisions in internal scuffling.
The goal of such a plan would
be to rid the giant automaker of a
competitive internal system that
dates to the 1930s under Chairman Alfred Sloan.
At present, each division has
wide leeway to survey consumer
interests, demographics and design trends and decide what to
build. The system basically pits
each division against the other
and has resulted in all divisions

selling essentially rhe same, o:verlapping look-alike products under different nameplates.
It is basically the same system
used by Toyota Motor Corp., the
japanese carmaker that is increasmgly being copied by the U.S. car
companies.
Sharon Sarris, a GM spokeswoman, said the company recognizes 'there needs to be an even
closer tie" between the design of
cars and their manufacture. But
she added that GMalso recogni zed
the importance of the five divisions and the need to assure that
there is a distinct brand character
in each of them.
Linda Cook, another GM
spokeswoman, Friday labeled the
talk of reducing the divisions'
power as "speculation" and said
that to say the company was considering 'a total restructuring"
would be incorrect.
GM has been searching for a
new vice president of marketing
since ]. Michael Losh was promoted to chief financial officer
last july. In a departure from tradition, GM also let it be known the
company would look outside the
company, if necessary, to find the
right person.
GM's board of directors will
hold irs regular monthly meeting
Monday in Detroit, but company
officials said they did not know
whether the board would take up
the proposed planatthatmeeting.
Sources said the board was upset
by the $328 million third-quarter
loss in GM's core North American
automotive operations. GM reported an overall t~ird quarter
profit fori tsoperations worldwide.
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South Korea partially lifted an embargo on inter-Koreacontact,
imposed last year m reaction to North Korea's suspected nuclear
arms activity. The government will regulate the flow of funds mto
North Korea with direct investments initially limited to$5milhon
Jor each project, a South Korean official said.

of

Superior Court Justice lance Ito decided on Monday to allow
cameras to cover the OJ Simpson murde: trial. He made the
decision after hearing argumentS from bdth sides that broadcastS
would educate the public and help avoid inaccurate reporting.

the
week:

Former President Ronald Reagan announced over the weekend
that he is in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease. "I only wish
there was some way l cOllld spare Nancy from this painful experience,' he wrote in a letter released on Saturday Contrary to some
reports the disease is, again, in irs early stages and there are no
indications that it had any effect on him during his presidency.

Canadian doctor shot by abortion activist
Anne Swardson

co 1994 The Washington Po~t
TORONTO - A Vancouver
abortion doctor was in serious
condition after being shot in the
leg early Tuesday morning
through a window of his home in
what police called a carefully
planned attack, probably with an
AK-47 assault rifle.
Vancouver police said gynecologist Garson Rom alis suffered
a wound to the upper leg and damage to the femoral artery. His wife
and daughter, also home at the
time, were unhun.

Tuesday's incident seemed
The Romalis house has been
picketed by anti-abortion groups likely to increase calls for tougher
inthe past, according to police and gun-control laws in Canada. Alneighbors. Police said they did not ready, controls are much stricter
here than in the United States, but
have a suspect.
The shooting was by far the Justice Minister Allan Rock is in
most violent anti-abortion inci- the process of drafting a package
dent in Canada, a country where of additional restrictions for Parcnmes of violence involving fire- liament to consider.
'Tm absolutely shocked that
arms are rare.
The only other senous abor- somebody would be shot," Mark
tion-rela ted crime was the de- Schonfeld, president of the British
struction by firebomb of an abor- Columbia Medical Association,
told the Can ad ian Press. "It's just
tion c1 inic in Toronto.
No one was arrested in that so foreign to our way of li fe and
our thinking.'
mysterious 1992 case.
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WelcomeJCU Students

Flaming oil slicks carried by floodwaters swept i.mo a~ Egy~
tian town, killing some 500 people. Many of them dted m the1r
sleep. Some survivors 'thou~ht it was a day of judge.ment,' accord~
ing to one witness who saw a wave of people runnmg toward the
mosque screaming There i.s only one God!"
Islamic militants denounced P.L.O. Chief Yasser Arafat as an
Israeli collaborator and pushed him out of the door of a Gaza City
mosque as he tried to join a funeral service. The angry ~rowd forc~d
him to leave the ceremony for Hani Abed, an lslamlcj1had acnv1st
who was killed in a car bombing that many G11zans blame on
Israel.
A $4 million, eight-year study to curb youth violence will look
at 11,000 Chicago young people of varying income levels living in
80 white, African American and Hispanic neighborhoods. They
will be asked yearly about their beliefs, conflicts, influences, peer
pressures, role models, health and :elatives. Chicago was chosen
because of its variety and well-defmed, stable neighborhoods.

Kristen Boyd

CJRice

junior

Junior

Freshman

"Chicago Bulls_"

"Chicago Bulls."

"Orlando Magic."

Robert Dibello

Elizabeth Chambers

Mark DiDonato

Junior

Freshman

Freshman

"Cleveland
Cavaliers."

"Phoenix Suns:

"Orlando Magic."
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CLASSIC ROCK MRY TUESDAY
Ohio; Mike Dewine beats joel Hyatt for the Senate...George
Voinovich rolls to victory by over 60%,
.
New York: Daniel Moynihan returns to the Senate, beatmg
Bernadette Castro handily.-RepubUcan George Pataki takes the
reins from Mario Cuomo.
Virginia; Charles Robb beat republican upstart Oliver, North
A comforting win for Democrats on an over.all ?Jeak day.
Massachusetts: Edward Kennedy rema1ns m Congress. Another important win for Democrats.
Texas: Anne Richards loses to George Bush,Jr.
Florida: The Bush boys go 500 as Lawton Chiles beats ]eb
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B~li£omia: GOP Governor Pete Wilson keeps his job for an-
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MONDAY: $1.00 Domestics -All Day I All Night
TUESDAY: Party Bash I 25¢ Drafts

Fil l out the form to use this free service.
Your books will become part of a database in the Student Information System
(Where you get your grades and class
information). Book information submitted will· be accessible to the Entire JCU
Community!!

Delivers

WEDNESDAY: 99¢ Long Islands -All Day I All Night

Award Winning Ribs· Pizza·
BBQ Chicken · Pasta
· Sandwiches

THURSDAY: The Ultimate Ladies Night
Free Drinks 8-11 p.m.
(Complements of Miami Entertainment)

FRIDAY: Progressive Happy Hour I 99¢ from 4-9 p.m.

691-1000

Daily 99¢ Happy Hoar
4-8 p.Dl.
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predict to win
the NBA title
this season?
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South Korea panially lifledanembargoon inter-Korea contact,
imposed last year m reaction to North Korea's suspected nuc_lear
arms activity. The government will regulate the flow of funds mto
North Korea with direct investments initially limited to$5 million
for each project, a South Korean official said.
Superior Court Justice Lance Ito decided on Monday to allow
cameras co cover the OJ. Simpson murde~ trial He made the
decision after hearing arguments from bdth sides that broadcasts
would educate the public and help avoid inaccurate reporting.
Former President Ronald Reagan announced over the weekend
that he ts in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease. '1only wish
there was some way I could spare Nancy from this painful experience,' he wrote in a letter released on Saturday. Contrary to some
reports the disease is, again, in its early stages and there are no
Indications that it had any effect on him during his presidency.

Canadian doctor shot by abortion activist
Anne Swardson
CCl 1994 The Washington Po~t

TORONTO - A Vancouver
abortion doctor was in serious
condition after being shot in the
leg early Tuesday morning
through a window of h. is home in
what police called a carefully
planned attack, probably with an
AK-47 assault rifle.
Vancouver police said gynecologist Garson Rom alis suffered
a wound tot he upper leg and damage to the femoral ar tery. His wife
and daughter, also home at the
time, were unhurt

Tuesday's incident seemed
The Romalis house has been
picketed by anu-abortion groups likely to increase calls for tougher
inthe past,accordi ng to police and gun-control laws in Canada. Al neighbors. Police said they did not ready. controls are much stricter
here than in the United States, but
have a suspect.
The shooting was by far the Jusuce Minister Allan Rock is in
most violent ami-abortion inci- the process of draft ing a package
dent in Canada, a country where of additional restrictions for Parcrimes of violence involving fire- liament to consider.
"l'm absolutely shocked that
arms are rare.
The only other serious abor- somebody would be shot," Mark
tion-related crime was the de- Schonfeld, president of the British
struction by firebomb of an abor- Columbia Medical Association,
told the Canadian Press. "It's just
tion clinic in Toronto.
No one was arrested in that so foreign to our way of li fe and
our thinking."
mysterious 1992 case.
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Welcome JCU Students
Stop in with Carroll ID and your first beer is on us!
Complements of Miami Entertainment

Flaming oil slicks carried by floodwaters swept inro a~ Egy~
tian town, killing some 500 people. Many of them d1ed m the1r
sleep. Some survivors 'thou~ht it was a day of judgement,' accordIng toone witness who saw a wave of people runnmg toward the
mosque screaming There is only one Godr
Islamic militants denounced P.L.O. Chief Yasser Arafat as an
Israeli coUaborator and pushed him out of the door of a Gaza City
mosque as he tried to join a funeral service. The angry crowd forc~d
him to leave the ceremony for Hani Abed, an Islamic]thad acnv1st
who was killed in a car bombing that many Gazans blame on
IsraeL
A $4 million. eighr-year study to curb youth violence will look
at ll,OOO Chicago young people of varying income levels living in
80 white, African American and Hispanic neighborhoods. They
will be asked yearly about their beliefs, conflicts, influences, peer
pressures, role models, health and _relatives. Chi~ago was chosen
because of its variety and well-defmed, stable netghborhoods.

CJ. Rice

junior

Freshman

"Chicago Bulls."

"Chicago Bulls."

"Orlando Magic."

Robert Dibello

Elizabeth Chambers

Mark DiDonato

junior

Freshman

Freshman

"Cleveland
Cavaliers."

"Phoenix Suns."

'Orlando Magic."

CLASSIC JIOCK MIIY TUESDAY
Ohio: Mike Dewine beats joel Hyatt
rhe Senate...George
Voinovich rolls to victory by over 60%.
.
New Yoik: Daniel Moynihan returns to the Senate, beatmg
Bernadette Castro handily.•RepubUcan George Pataki takes the
reins from Mario Cuomo.
Virginia: Charles Robb beat republican upstart Oliver, North.
A comforting win for Democrats on an over_all ~leak day.
Massachusetts: Edward Kennedy remains m Congress. Another important win for Democrats.
Texas: Anne Richards loses to George Bush, Jr.
Florida: The Bush boy:; go .500 as Lawton Chiles beats ]eb
Bush.
California: GOP Governor Pete Wilson keeps his job for another four years.
·
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information). Book information submitted will· be accessible to the Entire JCU
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(Complements of Miami Entertainment)

FRIDAY: Progressive Happy Hour I 99¢ from 4-9 p.m.

691-1000

Daily 99¢ Happy Hoar
4-8 p.Dl.

4350 Mayfield Road, Sout~ Eucl_id

phone #932-6999
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Last Wednesday seven members of the Carroll News like these, you couldn't miss the laid backatmosphereof
staff were off to New Orleans, th e birthplace of jazz and the South.
home of the infamous Mardi Gras festival. Our (Melissa
Eating was the best part of our New Orleans escaTilk and Eric Embacher)first reaction was, "Wow; what pade We visited Dan Akroyd's House of Blues Res tau
a feature!"
rant where we feasted on barbecue chicken with three
As we jumped in a cab to take us from the airport to di fferent delicious sauces flavo red wtth Southern Comour hotel, we were delighted by blues and jazz coming fort or Jack Daniels. At Jimmy Buffett's Magaritaville
over our cabdriver's radio: "1 ain'tgonna study no more." bar and grill, we stopped to listen to a few familiar tunes
were the lyrics of the song. We couldn't havefelt more at and chat with the bartender. He was friend] y enough
home.
until we asked to take his picture. He wouldn 't allow us
Our hotel was on the edge of New Orleans' French to because, as he put it, "l'm in another line of work. .. "
Quarter, renowned for its architecture, shops, res tau The Hard Rock Cafe gave us another great dinner, but
rants and bars. We quickly changed into shorts and t- the highlight of our dining experience was a seafood
shirts as the tempature was around 80 degrees and then place on Bourbon Street, Mike Anderson's. Here we
took a walk to the Mississippi River, just a few blocks sampled a variety of house specialities such as alligator
away. Huge freighters laid in the docks as well as a few (as Timon in The Lion King said, "Tastes like chicken!"),
traditional river paddle boats. Also right on the river gumbo (the ultimate in soup, it can be made with just
was the Aquarium of the Americas, a great display of about anything, usually includingshrimpandchicken),
American waterlife organized by their geographical re- and jambalaya (a rice-based stew with ingredients that
gions. In addition to the rainforest, a favorite display change from bowl to bowl). Spicy food singed our taste
represented the Mississippi delta region. We had the buds, but it was incredible nonetheless. A few of us
pleasure of viewing white alligators which are very rare frequented a local confectionary for some Mississippi
because their color makes them easy targets for preda- mud (dark chocolate, caramel and pecans) and pralines
tors. As we continued to explore the city, we took a trip (brown sugar, butter and pecans}
down Chartres Street to the French Market. Walking the
Aseveningfell,theactivity picked up and the place to
streets in the afternoons, the best word to describe the be was Bourbon Street. In the heart of the French Quarscene was bizarre. One could actual! y go broke giving ter, Bourbon Street is am ix of jazz and blues bars, karaoke
his or her money to the street performers inhabiting and dance clubs, and very "revealing' clubs. The street
Jackson Square. Women with purple dyed skin, ragged overflowed with drunk but happy people every night of
clothes, and red plaster masks performed doll-like move- the week. We witnessed a tradition on Bourbon Street as
ments or just stood in the street and encouraged passers beads were thrown from the balconies of bars to those
by to drop money into their hats. The area was lined who dared to bare certain body parts. Daiquiri shops
with musicians playing songs like, 'Puff the Magic where every flavor of daiquiri could be bought were
Dragon' or'Underthe Boardwalk.' At night, a saxophone commonplace, as well as hole-in-the-wall-two-faucet
player could be heard blowing notes of loneliness in an beer joints. Needless to say, beer bottles, ca ns and cups
alley. Clowns twisted balloons imo any shape imagin - lined the streets. Men carried signs ad verti sing 'Li ve
. able from flowers to teddy bel•~•*•iallfliliMII/'i'!'"'<('JifWl~llllll!ltllnec:l you t0 come n
k
ers, and jugglers were also numerous, as well as palm impersonators.
and tarot card readers. Perhaps one of the most amazing
We were delighted by the sounds of jazz coming from
acts in j ackson Square belonged to The Flying Bandini. many of the Bourbon Street clubs. We even visited an
He and his troupe gathered a huge crowd to witness open patio blues club called Rhythms where one could
Bandini perform a full flip over 10 people crouched on relaxandenjoythecomfortablywarm southern evening
the ground.
of great music and shake hands with the leader of the
The center piece of jackson Square is the St. Louis band provided you dropped something in the tip jar.
Cathedral the oldest cathedral in the United States.
Lighted signs mark famous clubs like Pat O'Brien's
Built in 1794, the cathedral resembles a castle from the with the flaming fountain in the middle of a courtyard.
outside and features ornate paintingson the insidefrom Karaoke is huge in New Orleans. At Car's Meow, the M.C.
the ceiling to the floor. We didn't get to stay long, though, was fond of saying, "We don't close at one! We don't close
as a wedding was being prepared for the afternoon. A at two or three! Do you know when we close? We close
wedding in New Orleans, what an event that must be! whenever we damn well feel like it!" And, this was
Along Toulouse Street, one could take a horse drawn indeed true as we were later informed that the club was
carriage tour of the Quarter or stop for coffee in the still going strong at 5:30 Sunday morning. We were
many open-air cafes, especially Cafe du Monde. We lucky enough to be awake, though, as a lone saxophone
wereenviousofthepeoplewhomadeittothebalconies player let sad melodies float into an alley in the wee
overlooking the street to enjoy a cup of coffee and a hours of the morning. The home of Johnny B Goode is
bignet(a French pastry resemblingadoughnut without definitely an original foot stomping town.
the hole, but with a lot of powdered sugar). At places
The city JUSt screams personality.

Text and layout by Melissa
Tilk and Eric Embacher,
Photos by Melissa Tilkand
john R. Thorne
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Last Wednesday seven members of the Carroll News like these, you couldn't miss the laid back atmosphere of
staff were off to New Orleans, the birthplace of jazz and the South.
Eating was the best part of our New Orleans escahome of the infamous Mardi Gras festival . Our (Melissa
Tilk and Eric Embacher) first reaction was, "Wow, what pade. We visited Dan Akroyd's House of Blues Restaua feature! '
rant where we feasted on barbecue chicken with three
As we jumped in a cab to rake us from the airport to different delicioussauccsflavored with Southern Comour hotel, we were delighted by blues and jazz coming fort or jack Daniels. At jimmy Buffett's Magaritaville
over our cabdriver's radio: "! ain't gonna study no more," bar and grill, we stopped to listen to a few familiar tunes
were the lyrics of the song. We couldn't havefelt more at and chat with the bartender. He was friendly enough
home.
until we asked to take his picture. He wouldn't allow us
Our hotel was on the edge of New Orleans' French to because, as he put it, ''I'm in another line of work ... "
Quarter, renowned for its architecture, shops, restauThe Hard Rock Cafe gave us another greatdinner, but
rants and bars. We quickly changed into shorts and t- the highlight of our dining experience was a seafood
shirts as the tempature was around 80 degrees and then place on Bourbon Street, Mike Anderson's. Here we
took a walk to the Mississippi River, just a few blocks sampled a variety of house specialities such as alligator
away. Huge freighters laid in the docks as well as a few (as Timon in The lion King said, "Tastes like chicken!"),
traditional river paddle boats. Also right on the river gumbo (the ultimate in soup, it can be made with just
was the Aquarium of the Americas, a great display of aboutanything,usuallyincludingshrimpandchicken),
American waterlife organized by their geographical re- and jambalaya (a rice-based stew with ingredients that
gions. In addition to the rainforest, a favorite display change from bowl to bowl). Spicy food singed our taste
represented the Mississippi delta region. We had the buds, but it was incredible nonetheless. A few of us
pleasure of viewing white alligators which are very rare frequented a local confectionary for some Mississippi
because their color makes them easy targets for preda- mud (dark chocolate, caramel and pecans) and pralines
tors. As we continued to explore the city, we took a trip (brown sugar, butter and pecans).
As evening fell, theactivity picked up and the place to
down Chartres Street to the French Market Walking the
streets in the afternoons, the best word to describe the be was Bourbon Street. In the heart of the French Quarscene was bizarre. One could actual! y go broke giving ter, Bourbon Street is a mix of jazz and blues bars, karaoke
his or her money to the street performers inhabiting and dance clubs, and very 'revealing" clubs. The street
jackson Square. Women with purple dyed skin, ragged overflowed with drunk but happy people every night of
clothes, and red plaster masks performed doll-like move- the week. We witnessed a tradition on Bourbon Street as
ments or just stood in the street and encouraged passers beads were thrown from the balconies of bars to those
by to drop money into their hats. The area was lined who dared to bare certain body parts. Daiquiri shops
with musicians playing songs like, 'Puff the Magic where every flavor of daiquiri could be bought were
Dragon' or'Under the Boardwalk.' At night, a saxophone commonplace, as well as hole-in-the-wall-two-faucet
player could be heard blowing notes of loneliness in an beer joints. Needless to say, beer bottles, cans and cups
alley. Clowns twisted balloons into any sh ape imagin- lined the streets. Men carr ied signs advertising, ' Li ve
.able from flowers toteddy\bllllllo"iiKIDNII'II•-iilllilfllillitll'O'l"""'-rlijlllli•IMIMPtt!d you to come
ers, and jugglers were also numerous, as well as palm impersonators
and tarot card readers. Perhaps one of the most amazing
We were delighted by the sounds of jazz coming from
acts in jackson Square belonged to The Flying Bandini. many of the Bourbon Street clubs. We even visited an
He and his troupe gathered a huge crowd to witness open patio blues club called Rhythms where one could
Bandini perform a full flip over lO people crouched on relaxandenjoythecomfonablywarm southern evening
of great music and shake hands with the leader of the
the ground.
The center piece of jackson Square is the St. Louis band provided you dropped something in the tip jar.
Cathedral, the oldest cathedral in the United States.
Lighted signs mark famous clubs like Pat O'Brien's
Built in 1794, the cathedral resembles a castle from the with the flaming fountain in the middle of a courtyard.
outside and features ornate paintings on the insidefrom Karaoke is huge in New Orleans. At Car's Meow, the M.C.
the ceiling to the floor. Wedidn'tgettostay long, though, was fond of saying, "We don't close atone! We don't close
as a wedding was being prepared for the afternoon. A at two or three! Do you know when we close? We close
wedding in New Orleans, what an event that must be! whenever we damn well feel like it!" And, this was
Along Toulouse Street, one could take a horse drawn indeed true as we were later informed that the club was
carriage tour of the Quarter or stop for coffee in the still going strong at 5:30 Sunday mornmg. We were
many open-air cafes, especially Cafe du Monde. We lucky enough to be awake, though, as a lone saxophone
wereenviousofthepeoplewhomadeittothebalconies player let sad melodies float into an alley in the wee
overlooking the street to enjoy a cup of coffee and a hours of the morning. The home of johnny B. Goode is
big net (a French pastry resembling a doughnut without definitely an original foot stomping town.
the hole, but with a lot of powdered sugar). At places
The city just screams personality.

Text and layout by Melissa
Tilk and Eric Embacher,
Photos by Melissa Tilk and
john R. Thorne
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Carroll uses running game and strong defense to charge over Hiram

V-Ba/1 returns to NCM Tourney, re-plays Bluffton
though they were happy with the
selections, some of the Streaks felt
that Perrone deserved better
"Katy Perrone should definite! y
have gonen higher (honors)," said
Mull a II y of the conference's leader
rn digs per game (4.74) "She has
stepped in all season and played
well."
Weitbrecht had similar
thoughts about Frick man's selection as well.
"Frick does a lot of things that
go unnottced by the rest of the
coaches around the league," said
Weitbrechr. "She is not a superstar, bur she does her job for this
team"
With four mem bersof the ream
making
All-Conference,
Weitbrecht IS proud of what the
group has ace om plished.
"I am proud that this ream was
able to overcome the obstacles it
had all season," she said "Despite
having some of our key players
out with inJuries, we finished second m our conference and then
second in the region. Also, three of
the teams m our conference were
ranked in the top five in our region. All factors considered, we
played we II all season."

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
The Hiram Terriers came to
Wasmer Field lastSarurday believing that they could trash talk their
way to victory. However, while
they were not shut up, they were
shut out 17-0 by john Carroll, setting up a first place showdown
wi th the Baldwin-Wallace Yell ow
jackets thisSa turday at Fin nie Stadium.
"Our k ids, they took some
punches," Head Coach Tony
DeCarlo said of B-W's taunti ng
tactics. "They took some th ings
th at in some instances would set
you off to retaliate and th at takes
disc ipline ... I give ou r kids a lot of
credit for ma intai ning their composure. That's a class ream."
Aga inst a stro ng Hiram (4-5,35) defense, ranked No. 1 aga in st
the pass in the Ohio Athletic Confere nce, the Bl ue Streaks(8-l, 7-l)

kept it on the ground and ran up "We came out a lit de too fired up,
145 yards, with tailback Chad but we settled down and got the
Rankin gaini ng 88 on a season shut-out. That's what we've been
high 17 carries. Quarterback PJ. going for all year and we finally
lnsana, the OAC's leading passer, got it."
The Blue Streaks opened the
had a quiet day completing ll-20
for l34yards with one touchdown scoring 111 the second quarter as
split end Sean Williams made his
and one interception.
"We reverted to our r unning 13th touchdown reception of the
game, which we wanted to do," season, a 14-yarder from lnsana.
DeCarlo sa id. "T heir (Hiram's) in- In the fo urth, Carroll added three
side linebackers were probably more points on kicker jason
two of the besrwe'veseen this year." Goldberg's 30-yard fi eld-goal a nd
The joh n Carroll defense, in then seven more onJeffLong's first
recordi ng us first shut out of the career touchdown, a ?-yard run.
All of which leads to Saturday's
season, held the Terrier's archaic
game,
which wtll have Division
offense to122rotal yards and quarterback Da mion Creel to l-9 pass- Ill National Playoff implications
ingforonly27yards. Hiram went at George Finnie Stadium. The
to the rush 46 times for only 95 Blue Streaks have never won at
yards and were led by Wayne Wil- Finnie Stadium since its opening
son who carried 26 times for 72 in 1971 ,amassing an 0-6 record in
tha t time.
ya rds.
Overa II in Finnie, the Yellow
"Wed id a great job," junior inside linebacker Greg Preise l said. j ackets are 101-ll-2 since its open-

n w r mcmbersofthel994 women's
vollrybali<'<lm, 1\othy ·nc1mwn.

LesiieMahi,StaceyMullally.]ulie
Pavol1noand Emily Soiderer This
gro!lp of student-athletes was
pidzed notonlyfor the success they
havr achieved on thecou rt, but becausc of the disttnct and unique
waylthallhcywcreablctoaccom

ph sh the ir goals Regardless, of
whether it was a rallying voice
from the bench or a spirited play
on the floor, these five ladies have
provtded john Carroll wllh someihingmo rcthan;usttwo

ioAt l

lencConferencechampionshipsor
tiS second b1d to the Natwnal Collegiate Athlettc Association
(NCAA) playoffs, It pruv1ded the
perfect Formula for Success.
Pan V HammerTtme _
Concludingaseriesoff1ve

When they sat at the john
CarrollAthleticHallofFamedinner, the women 's volleyball team
said they would be back there
again. Althou_gh they were there
to

e <more

or

ecomlllg

t

Streaks
of the
Week

Katy Perrone

Kathy Frickman

Perrone, a sophomore on the volleyball team, led the OAC in cjigs,
averaging 474 per contest. She
also ranked among the league's
ehre, with an average of 270 kills
per game Perro ne has been
rewarded by the OAC for her
efforts, earning All-League honors as an honorable men tion
selection this year.

Frick man was among the OAC's
leaders in digs, chalking up 4.11
per game, and blocks, notch ing
.99 per contest. The senior volleyball player was a second team
All-OAC selection last year. She
was recently named honorable
mention on the 1994 All-League
squad.

all gearing upforrhis game. We've
been ready for it the last couple
weeks. We want to be the ones to
beat them and we know we can."
One concern for john Carroll is
the condition of lnsana Early in
the fourth quarter, lnsana
scram bled for mne yards on a th ird
and eight play. When he was tackled, he took a helmet to the knee
and was knocked out of the game.
This was the fifth straight game at
Wasmer field that I nsana has been
injured.
"That's why 1don'tlike playing
at home,' lnsana qUipped.
lnsana went on to say that he's
making good progress and will be
ready for Saturday's game. If the
Blue Streaks win they will still be
alive for a Division Ill National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Playoff birth, a spot they have not
been in since losing to Dayton 3510 in 1989.

]CU's top tailback f rom 1993 tries to overcome back
surgery and regain a spot among the OAC's elite

Sophomore Katy Perrone attempts one of her patent ed digs, of
which she had 4.74 per regula r season game. She was named as
the Blue Streak's ''Outstanding Newcomer" in 1993.

wouldbebackheremtenyearsto
honorher,"saidseniorco-captain
Kathy Frickrnan.
Mullallyhasrewrittenthejohn
Carroll record Wok. She will leave

e

first volleyball ream in jC!J !ustory to gain an f\!CAA playoff bid,
manysaid.theywouldbebackto
hor:~r possibly the greatest player
m sc hool history, Stacey Mullally.
"ljustsatthereandleanedover
to Stacey and told her that we

ing 'This figured to be the year
things got easier, but BaldwinWallace brings a perfect 9-0
record and a No.3 national ranking into the game.
B-W is led offensively by senior quarterback Kevin Keefe,
who has effectively replaced
three-time All-Amer ican j ohn
Koz, and defens1vely by senior
defensive ends Dave Coverdale
and Phil Sa hley, a 1993 All-OAC
first reamer. The Blue Streaks,
however, remain optimist ic.
"We're mo re complete than
we've ever been," DeCarlo said.
"Over the years we've had some
outstanding indiv id u als. This
year we have an ourstandi ng team
from 10p to bottom . That's what
you need to have to win the big
games."
"We have to be focused," Preisel
said. • The intensity for this game
is going to be unbelievable. We're

Achin' to run again

Future Hall of Famer was once shy freshman
Raf1d_y L~ese r
Staff Reporter
Dunngthe pastfourweeks, The
Carroll News has profiled these-

11

Streaks blank Terriers with run, 17-0

Repeat and Revenge
Reg1on. Weitbrecht IS confident
Randy Loeser
that her squad will be ready for
Staff Reporter
Revenge w1ll be on rhe mmds Bluffton.
"Playing Bluffton again is
of the john Carroll women's volleyball team this week as they pre- 'golden' for us. We should be firedpare for their first round NCAA up ro play them," said Weitbrecht,
playoff game against Bluff ton,Fri- who is now one win away from
reaching 300 VJcrones in her caday OV lJ.
The Lady Streaks, who are reer. "We said afterthe loss that we
making their second consecutive could beat them , now we have that
trip to the NCAA Playoffs, will face chance."
Should the Streaks win on FriBluffton College,Ohio, atSp.m.at
OhioNonhern inAda,Oh1o.john day, they will play the wmner of
Carroll lost to Bluffton, 9-15,15-9, the Ohio Northern/Kalamazoo
5-15, in the finals of the Manetta· match Saturday at 1 p.m
After the OAC Tourament
River Cay ClassiC earlier th1s year.
It was a loss the Lady Streaks did ChampiOnship match, four Blue
Streaks were named to the Allnot forget.
"We are definuely psyched to Conference team. Senior Stacey
play Bluffton 04-12) again," said Mullally was named w the first
senior julie Pavolino "We wanted ream fort he third consecuuve year
a second chance to play them, be- Mulla II y, the conference player of
cause we did nor feel that they beat the year in 1992 and 1993, led the
us, rather we beat ourselves"
OAC In kills per game (516) this
The Lady Streaks, who lpst last year. joining Mullally on the first
Saturday to host ream OhioNonh- ream is senior Leslie MahL Mahl,
ern (27-9, 9-0) m the Ohto Ath
who also made the squad for the
!eric Conference Tournament t h trd consecutive season, (m ished
Champ10nsh1p, finished the regu- first 111 the conference in assists
lar season at 29-7 and 7-2 In the pergame(9.51). TheyareJOmedby
OAC. The Streaks, under Head senior Kathy Frickman and
Coach Gretchen Wwbrechr, are sophomore Katy Perrone as honranked second in the Great Lakes orable mention selections. AI-
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having amassed over 1,900; total
blocks with 447; and games
played with 382. She also holds
four other single season marks,all
of which have come in a span of
115 victorious games to only 32
losses. AsecondteamAll-American In 1993, Mullally has inspired
her teammates.
"Becauseof how dominant she
is, we all try to play like her," said
senior Julie Pavoli no. "As good as
she is, thoug h, she has improved
her game every year."
A high ly decorated a nd recruire d at hlete from Maple
He igh ts (Ohio) High School, she
was na med bo th the Grea ter
Cleveland Conference most valuableplayerand asecond teamAllSta re selection. Mu ll ally was
mainly looked at for basketball,
but the lure to play volleyball is
why she chose John Carroll.
"I had some Division 1schools
rec ruiting me for basketball. But
volleyball was what I wanted to
play," said Mullally. "j oh n Carroll
was also close to home, and I
wanted to play for fun and with
.
only a little pressure."
Despite her dominance on the
court, Mullally, a two-rime Ohio
Athletic Conference Player of the
Year,is unassumingabouth ersuccess.
"I am just hke the rest of the
team," said Mullally. "I just play
the game and try to have fun."

Head
Coach
Gretchen
Weitbrecht
acknowledges
Mullally's contributions, but has
beenmostimpressedwirhtheway
she has handled her success.
as en ad in
player, but she has also been
humbleaboutit,''Weitbrechtsaid.
"Sheisnotwrapped-upinpersonal
honors or awards, she just loves
volleyball. A player of Stacey'scaliberdoesnorshowupineveryone's
program"
With all her accomplishments,
Weirbrecht said Mullally's grearest success has been in her personallife.
"It has been a pleasure to see
her mature as a person," said
Weitbrecht. "Whe n she first carne
to j ohn Carroll , she hardly said a
word.l thinkshequestioned if she
belonged. But she gained confidence in herself through her college interaction. I hope that volleyba ll has helped."
Mull ally is firs t to admi t tha t
she is a little shy.
"When I first came ro j ohn
Carroll, my on ly friend was my
boy fri end, Dan," sa id Mul lally.
"Butas lgotmorecorn fortablewith
my teammates,t heybecarnemore
like family. They mean a lot tome;
they are my best friends."
Wi th her brilliant four year
career coming to a close, Mulla ll y
will be looked upon to lead her
team mto the NCAA playoffs for
the second year in a row. Without
her, they know they wou ld be
missing the key ingredient ro the
volleyball team's formula for suecess; with her,theyknowrheycan
do anythi ng.

We need
PHOTOGRAPHERS!
If interested, see john Thorne
in The Carro II News.

Sporu lnfonnatkm Dtpanmt.nt

Tailback Chad Rankin wants to run the ball more, but he doesn't
want to cause team turmoil, or losses, in the process.

·Sports Flashes
junior defenseman Erik Chiprich was a second team All-QhiQ
Athletic Conference selection in men's soccer for john Carroll this
season. Bob Krupitzer, a sophomore forward, made honorable mention . . . The women's soccer team had two All-League selections as
well Senior mid fielder Danielle Sluga repeated as a first team OAC
honoree, while junior forward Thea Conslerwasa second team pick.
The men's and -.:vomen's cross counuy teams will be running in
Regional Championships at Anderson College in Indiana on Saturday, November 12.
The men's and women's swimming and diving teams open their
regular seasons when they compete against Grove City and Carnegie
Mellon at Grove City College, Pennsylvania.

The previous information has ban provided by john Carroll's
Spo rts lnformation Department and The CN Sports Staff.
--~

Jude Kllly
Assistant Sports Editor
His blue eyes can barely focus
on one thing as they scan across
the dorm room, jumping from the
faded blue jeans near his bed, to
theSega video game system, to his
own reflection in the black ness of
hisSR 2,000TV. He sits upright on
the stiff fold -outcouch so his back
receives the least .amount Irritation possible.
j ust ove r seve n mon ths ago
Chad Rank in wasn't able to sit.
Sometimes the pam beca me unbearable. Sometimes, now, he still
can't fully extend his leg without
a wince of pa in or a twitch from
his back.
This time la st ye ar, John
Carroll's freshman tailback was on
the top of the Ohio Ath letic Conference rushing cha n, averaging
114.3 yards a game. Thanks to off season back surgery and a new
pass-oriented offense, Rankin ,
now a sophomore, is adjusting to
the bottom of tha t scale this season gaining 43.3 yards per contest.
The injur y, three herni ated
discs in his lower back, was simply the wea r and tear of ti me,
caused by persistent heavy lif ring.
The lack of carries, on the other
hand- down from 21last year to
just over eigh t this season- is correlated to th e new aerial offense,
calling for a slightly different role
for Rankin and his fell ow running
mates.
"lt's real frustrat ing," Rankin
said of his inju ry and decrease· in
carries from scrimm age. "I know
I'm not lOOpercent and that ldon't
have th e leg strength that ldid and
I understand that. But,! feel for th e
most part I'm gettingt he job done."
It must be frus trating, pacing
the sideline with gold helmet in
hand, watching the offense that
you ca rried piggyback last season
with 1,143 yards rushing -on 210
carr ies- p;~ss nearly 30 times a
game this year.
He rarely ru ns sweeps, a play
where he can cut to the sidelines
and exploit his speed, headmg to·
ward the end zone. Not hke last
year anyway, when he broke that

39-yard touch down run against
Ohio Northern.Or, when he scampered 65 yards fora touchdown on
Carroll'sfirstplayf rom scrimmage
against Hiram.
Teammate jason Te rcek, a junior tight end, sees Rankin's back
problems as accountable for his
decrease in carries.
"Thcinjuryhasaloitodowith
r. erce said.
percent coming into the season,
things would be a lot different."
Rega rdless, Rankin tries not to
be morbid abo ut his fall from grace
for the OAC rushing crown. Instead, his keen se nse of optimism
for ces him to realize h e's fortunate.
Fortunate to be su ffocated by
higher learning and safety. Fortunate to be pl aymg football on a
winning team.
Two years ago Ra nkin was an
All-State honorable mention pick
fresh out of Painesville-Riverside
(Ohio) High Sc hool where he aver aged 9.3 yards per carry and
rushed for 1,000 plus yards and ll
touchdowns in his fin al season.
He headed to nea rby Division 1AA football powerhouse Youngstow n State Universi ty. Early on
in his visit at YSU he fou nd himself caught between rival ga ng
gunfire from the ci ty's East and
South sides as he walked to the
Penguins' weight room Fortunately for Ra nkin, he left the incident unscathed.
The bullet-dodging persuaded
Rankin to consider an even greater
perspective on life. Tha t's when he
transferred toJCUan d life became
bigger than just foot ball.
"Being shot at w as a big reason," he sa id of tra ns ferring to
Carroll. "(Also), I realized that if I
earned a degree fro m there (YSU)
it would be worthless. Football
was li fe. School wasn't much of a
challenge.
"It's a win-wtn sJt uation (at
JCU)," Rankm added, noting that
"a degree from John Carroll carries a lot of weight .. plus, this is a
beautiful campus and it is safe."
Safety from being shot at isn't
as much of an immed1ateconcern
as re-injunng his back, however
The same back marked with a six-

inch scar from the incision of the
surgery. The same back that aches
before and after practice, making
him wonder if football is enough
to keep h1m going
"When you wake up every day
and you go to bed every night hurt·
ing, you wonder if It's worth it," he
said. "If I'm gamtng 150 yards a
g,amc, 1m i~h t feel a I itt \e dlf(ercnt
ni ry. I ca n reach 100 ya rds (a game
again). It's just a matter of volume
of carries ... as long as we are
winning it'sOL< though. The team
is what's most imJ:'Ortant."
Hea d john Ca rroll Football
Coach Tony DeCarlo would love
to give Rankin -- whose yards per
carry are down to 5.0 from 5.4
yards a crack last year -- tha t opportu nity. But, he said, he realizes
the importance of Rankin just improving game by game for now.
"Chad's not 100 percent yet,"
DeCarlosaid. "(Next year)he'sgoing to come right back to his old
form. He has been improving each
week. He on I y continues to get
better. But he needs every single
day to help him improve."
As his health improves, Rankin
will likely carry the ball more
al ong with backfield mare
Carmen llacqua. But if his carries
don't increase, he insists he won't
be bitter.
The Blue Streak's (?-1, 6-l) running game will play an integral
part in their bid for an OAC tit1e
and an NCAA play-off birth.
"We feel we need to have a balanced attack with the pass and
the run," DeCa rlo said. "We ca n't
slight our runninggame. We need
it to win big games. We dr ifted
away from it (earlie r in the season), but now we wa nt to get it
back on track."
Until those ha nd-offs come
Rankin's way, he will si t, pauent
and supportive, with his blue eyes
scanning the fie ld, searching for a
hole ro burst through and ramble
the rest of the way to the end zone.
(Note. This article was completed prior to Ia ! Saturday's 17-0
vicoryoverHiram. Rankin rushed
for 88 yards on 17 carries in that
contest, both season highs.)
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Carroll uses runninggame and strong defense to charge over Hiram

V-Ba/1 returns to NCAA Tourney, re-plays Bluffton
Regwn. Weitbrecht ts confident
that her squad will be ready for
Bluffton
"Play1ng Bluffton agatn is
'golden ' for us. We should be firedup to play them ," said Weitbrecht,
who lS now one w1n away from
reaching 300 victOries in her career ·wesaidafter~he loss that we
could beat them. now we have that
chance"
Should the Streaks win on Fnday. they wtll play the wmner of
the Oh to Northern/Kalamazoo
match Saturday at 1 p.m .
After the OAC Tourament
Championship match, four Blue
Streaks were named to the AllConference team. Senior Stacey
Mullally was named to the first
team for the third consecutive year.
Mullally, the conference player of
the year in 1992 and 1993, led the
OAC tn kills per game (516) this
year.Joimng Mullally on the first
team is senior Leslie Mah\ Mah\,
who also made the squad for the
third consecutive season, fi nished
ftrst in the conference in assists
pergame(9.5l) TheyareJOtned by
senior Kathy Fnckman and
sophomore Katy Perrone as honorable menuon selections. A1-

though they were happy with the
selecnons, some of the Streaks felt
that Perrone deserved better.
"Kat y Perrone should definitely
have gotten htgher (honors)," said
Mullallyof the conference's leader
in digs per game (4 74). "She has
stepped m a11 season and played
well."
Weitbrecht had similar
thoughts about Frickman's selection as well.
"Frick does a lot of thmgs that
go unnoticed by the rest of the
coaches around the league," said
Weitbrecht "S he is not a superstar, but she does her job for this
team"
With four members of the team
making
Al l Conference,
Weitbrecht is proud of what the
group has accomplished.
"I am proud that this ream was
able to overcome the obstacles it
had all season," she said. "Despite
having some of our key players
out with injunes, we finished second in our conference and then
second in the region. Also, three of
the teams m our conference were
ranked in the top five in our region. A11 factors considered, we
played well all season."

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
The Hiram Terriers came to
Wasmer Field \astSa rurday believing that they could trash talk their
way to victory. However, while
they were not shut up, they were
shut out 17-0 by john Carroll, setting up a first place showdown
with the Baldwin-Wallace Yellow
jackets this Saturday at FinnieStadium.
"Our kids , they took some
punches," Head Coach Tony
DeCarlo said of B-W's taunting
tactics. "They took some things
that in some instances would set
you off to retaliate and that takes
discipline ... I give our kids a lot of
credit for maintaining their composure. That's a class team."
Against a strong Hiram (4-5,35) defense, ranked No. 1 against
the pass in the Ohio Athletic Conference , the Blue Streaks (8-l, 7-l)

kept it on the ground and ran up "We came out a 1i1tle too fired up.
145 yards, with tailback Chad but we senled down and got the
Rankin gaining 88 on a season shut-out That's what we've been
high 17 carries. Quarterback PJ. going for all year and we fmally
lnsana, the OAC's leading passer, got it."
The Blue Streaks opened the
had a quiet day completing 11-20
for 134yards with one to uchdown scoring in the second quarter as
split end Sean Williams made his
and one interception.
"We reverted to our running 13th touchdown reception of the
game, which we wanted to do," season, a 14-yarder from lnsana.
DeCarlosaid. 'Their(Hiram's)in- In the fourth, Carroll added three
side linebackers were probably more points on kicker jason
two of the best we've seen this year." Goldberg's 30-yard field -goa\ and
The john Carroll defense, in then seven moreonjeff Long's first
recording its first shut out of the career touchdown, a 7-yard run.
All of which leads to Saturday's
season, held the Terrier's archaic
offense to122 total yardsandquar- game, which wtll have Division
terback Damion Creel to l-9 pass- Ill ational Playoff implications
ing for only 27 yards. Hiram went at George Finnie Stadium. The
to the rush 46 times for on 1y 95 Blue Streaks have never won at
yards and were led by Wayne Wil- Finnie Stadium since its opening
son who carried 26 times for 72 in 1971,amassingan0-6record in
that time.
yards.
Overall in Finn ie, the Yellow
"We did a great job," junior inside linebacker Greg Preise\ said. jackets are 101-1l-2since its open-

vollcyballtc<lm 1\'athyFr~e mw11

Lc lJcMahi,SraceyMullally.]ulte
Pavolt no alld l::mily Soiderer. This
grohup of student-at h fetes wa.s
pic ed not only for 1he ~uccess they
have acit ieved on I hecou rt, but became of the dtstlnct and umque
waysthattheywereabletoaccom

pltsh the1r goals. Regardless, of
When they sat at the John
whether it was a rallying voice CarrollAthleticHallofFamedinfrom the bench or a spi P'ited play ner, the women's volleyball team
on thejloor;thesefive ladies have said they would be back there
provided john Carroll with some- again. Although they were there
th111gmo1t'l Wlljusrtwo hioAt 1
10 c onore
or
coming r c
leucC..onferencechampionshipsor first volleyball team in]CL' insits second bid to the Nat iona I Col- tory to gain an f>-ICAA playoff bid,
legial e Athletic Associ at ion many sai::! they would be back to
(NCAA) playoffs, tt provided the ho~;,r possibly the greatest player
perfect Formula for Success.
tn school history, Stacey Mullally.
PartY. HammerTime
"ljustsatthereandleaned over
Concludmgaseriesof ftve
to Stacey and told her that we

Streaks
of the
Week

Katy Perrone
Perrone, a sophomo~e on the volleyball team, led the OAC tn c:hgs,
averaging 4.74 per contest. She
also ranked among the league's
elite, wtth an average of 2.70 kills
per game. Perrone has been
rewarded by the OAC for her
efforts, earning All-League honors as an honorable mention
selecuon this year.

]CU's top tail bach from 1993 tries to overcome bach
surgery and regain a spot among the OAC's elite

Sophomore Katy Perrone attempts one of her patented digs, of
which she had 4.74 per regular season game. She was named as
the Blue Streak's "Outstanding Newcomer" in 1993.

wouldbebackhereintenyearsto
honorher."saidseniorco-captain
Kathy Frickman.
Mulla\lyhasrewnttenthejohn
Carroll record book. She will leave
having amassed over 1,900; total
blocks with 44 7; and games
played with 382. She also holds
four other single season marks, an
of which have come in a span of
ll5 victorious games to only 32
losses. AsecondteamAll-American in 1993, Mullally has inspired
her teammates.
"Becauseof howdominantsh e
is, we all try to play like her," said
senior julie Pavolino. "As good as
she is, though, she has improved
her game every year."
A highly decorated and recruited athlete from Maple
Heights (Ohio) High School, she
was named both the Greater
Cleveland Conference most valuableplayerandasecondteamAllState selection. Mullally was
mainly looked at for basketball ,
but the lure to play volleyball is
why she chose john Carroll.
"I had some Division I schools
recruiting me for basketball. But
volleyball was what I wanted to
play," said Mullally. "john Carroll
was also close to home , and I
wanted to play for fun and with
only a little pressure."
.
Despite her dominance on the
court, Mullally, a two-time Ohio
Athletic Conference Player of the
Year,isunassumingabouthersuccess.
"I am just like the rest of the
team," said Mullally. "\just play
the game and try to have fun."

Head
Coach
Gretchen
Weitbrecht
acknowledges
Mullally's contributions, but has
beenmostimpressedwiththeway
she has handled her success.
a
e a omin
player, but she has also been
humble about it," Weitbrecht said.
"Sheisnotwrapped~upin personal
honors or awards, she JUSt loves
volleyball. Aplayer of Stacey'scaliberdoesnotshowupineveryone's
program."
With all her accomplishments,
Weitbrecht said Mullally's greatest success has been in her personallife.
"It has been a pleasure to see
her mature as a person," said
Weitbrecht. "When she first came
to john Carroll, she hardly said a
word.lthinkshequestionedifshe
belonged. But she gained confidence in herself through her college interaction. I hope that volleyball has helped."
Mullally is first to admit that
she is a littl e shy.
"When 1 first came to john
Carroll, my only friend was my
boyfriend, Dan," said Mullally.
"B utaslgotmorecomfortablewith
myteammates,t heybecamemore
likefamily. They mean a lot tome;
they are my best friends."
With her brilliant four year
career coming to a close, Mullally
will be looked upon to lead her
team mto the NCAA playoffs for
the second year in a row. Without
her, they know they would be
mtssing the key ingredient to the
volleyball team's formula for suecess; with her, they know they can
do anything.

Kathy Frickman
Frickman was among the OACs
. leaders in digs, chalking up 4.11
per game, and blocks, notching
.99 per contest. The senior volleyball player was a second team
All-DAC selection last year. She
was recently named honorable
mention on the 1994 All-League
squad

all gearing up forth is game. We've
things got easier, but Baldwin- been ready for it the last couple
Wallace brings a perfect 9-0 weeks. We want to be the ones to
record and a No 3 national rank- beat them and we know we can."
ing into the game.
One concern for john Carroll is
B-W is led offensively by se- the condition of lnsana. Early in
nior quarterback Kevin Keefe, the fourth quarter, lnsana
who has effectively replaced scram bled for nine yards on a third
three-nme All-American john and eight play. When he was tackKoz, and defensively by senior led, he took a helmet to the knee
defensive ends Dave Coverdale and was knocked out of the game.
and Phil Sahley, a 1993 All-OAC This was the fifth stra ight game at
first teamer. The Blue Streaks, Wasmer Fteld that lnsana has been
however, rema in optimistic.
inJured.
"That's why 1don't like playing
"We're more complete than
we've ever been," DeCarlo said. at home," lnsana qUipped.
In sana went on to say that he's
"Over the years we' e had some
outstanding individuals. This making good progress and wtll be
year we have an outstanding team ready for Saturday's game. H the
from top to bottom . That's what Blue Streaks win they wtll sri II be
you need to have to win the big alive for a Division Jll National
Collegiate Athletic Association
games."
"We have to be focused," Preisel Playoff birth, a spot they have not
said." The intensity for this game been in since losing ro Dayton 35is going to be unbelievable. We're 10 in 1989.

in g. 'This figured to be the year

Achin' to run again

Future Hall of Famer was once shy freshman
Rand Loeser
Staff Reporter
Duringthe pastfourweehs, The
Carroll News has profiled these
ntor members of the 1994 women's

11

Streaks blank Terriers with run, 17-0

Repeat and Revenge
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
Revenge will be on the rmnds
of the john Carroll women's volleyba II team thls week as they prepare for their f trst round CA A
playoff game against Bluffton,Fnday ov.11.
The Lady Streaks. who are
making their second consecutive
Lnpto the NCAA Playoffs, will face
Bluffton College, Ohio, at 5 p.m.at
Ohto Northern in Ada, Ohio.john
Carroll lost wBluffton, 9-15,15-9.
5-15. in the finals of the MarienaRi ver Ctty ClassiC earlier 1h ts year
It was a loss the Lady Streaks did
not forget
"We are defimrely psyched to
play Bluff ton (34- 12) agam," said
senior jullc Pavolino. "We wanted
a second chance to play them. because we did not feel that they beat
us, rat her we beat our>el ves"
The Lady Streaks, who lpst last
Saturdaywhosr team Ohio. orthern (27·9, 9-0) m the OhiO Athletic Conference Tournament
Champtonshtp, fmished the regular season at 29-7 and 7-2 in the
OAC. The Streaks, under Head
Coach Gretchen Wenbrecht, arc
ranked second in the Great Lakes

SPORTS
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We need
PHOTOGRAPHERS!
If interested, see john Thorne
in The Carrol I News.

Sports Information Dtparuncnt

Tailback Chad Rankin wants to run the ball more, but he doesn't
want to cause team turmoil, or losses, in the process.

·Sports Flashes
Junior defenseman Erik Chiprtch was a second ream All-ohio
Athletic Conference selection in men's soccer for john Carroll this
season. Bob Krupitzer, a sophomore forward, made honorable mention ... The women's soccer ream had two All-League selections as
well. Senior mid fielder Daniel\e Sluga repeated as a first team OAC
honoree, while junior forward Thea Cansler was a second team pick.
The men's and women's cross country teams will be running in
Regional Championships at Anderson College in Indiana on Saturday, November 12 .
The men's and women's swimming and diving teams open their
regularseasonswhen rheycompeteagalnstGroveCityandCarnegie
Mellon ar Grove City College, Pennsylvania.

The previous information has been provided by john Carroll's
Sport5 fnformation Departme'n and The CN Sports Staff
---

Jude Kllly
Assistant Sports Editor
His blue eyes can barely focus
on one thing as they scan across
the dorm room, jumping from the
faded blue jeans near his bed, to
theSega videogamesystem, to his
own reflection in the blackness of
his SR 2,000 TV. He sits upright on
the stiff fo1d-outcouc h so his back
receives the least -amount
tation possible.
just over seven months ago
Chad Rankin wasn't able to sit.
Sometimes the pain became unbearable. Sometimes, now, he still
can't fully extend his leg without
a wince of pain or a twitch from
his back.
This time last year, john
Carroll's freshman tailback was on
the top of the Ohio Athletic Conference rushing chart, averaging
U4.3yardsagame. Thankstooffseason back surgery and a new
pass-oriented offense, Rankm,
now a sophomore, is adJUSting to
the bottom of that scale this season gaining 43.3 yards per contest.
The injury, three herniated
discs in his lower back, was simply the wear and tear of time,
caused by persistent heavy lifting.
The lack of carries, on the other
hand- down from 21 last year to
just over eight this season- is correlated to the new aerial offense,
calling for a slightly different role
for Rankin and his fellow running
mates.
"It's real frustrating," Rankin
said of his injury and decrease in
carries from scrimmage. "I know
I'm not lOOpercentand that 1don't
have the legstrength that Idid and
I understand that. But, I feel for the
most part I'm gettingthe job done."
It must be frustrating. p-.1cing
the sideline with gold helmet in
hand, watching the offense that
you carried piggyback last season
with 1,143 yards rushing -on 210
carries- pass nearly 30 times a
game this year.
He rarely runs sweeps, a play
where he can cut to the sidelines
and exploit his speed, heading toward the end zone. Not like last
year anyway, when he broke that

39-yard touchdown run against
OhioNorthern.Or, when he scampered 65 yards for a touchdown on
Car roll's first play from scrim mage
against Hira m.
Teammate jason Tercek, a junior tight end, sees Rankin's back
problems as accountable for his
decrease in carries.
"The InJury has a lot to do with
1r;

en:e SlUG.

percent coming into the season,
things would be a lot different."
Regardless, Rankin tries not to
be morbid about hts fal \from grace
for the OAC rushing crown. Instead, his keen sense of optimism
forces him to realize he's fortunate.
Fortunate to be suffocated by
higher learning and safety. Fortunate to be playing football on a
winning team.
Two years ago Rankin was an
All-State honorable mention pick
fresh out of Painesville-Riverside
(Ohio) High School where he averaged 9.3 yards per carry and
rushed for 1,000 plus yards and 11
touchdowns in his final season.
He headed to nearby Division lAA football powerhouse Youngstown State University. Early on
in his visit at YSU he found himself caught between rival gang
gunfire from the city's East and
South sides as he walked to the
Penguins' weight room. Fortunately for Rankin, he left the incident unscathed.
The bu\lct-dodgi ng persuaded
Rankin toconstderaneven greater
perspective on life. That's when he
transferred tojCU and life became
bigger than just football.
"Being shot at was a big reason," he said of transferring to
Carroll. "(Also), I realized that if I
earned a degree from there (YSU)
it would be worthless. Football
was life. School wasn't much of a
challenge.
"It's a win-win situation (at
jCU)," Rankin added, noting that
"a degree from john Carroll carries a lot of weight .. plus, this is a
beautiful campus and it is safe."
Safety from being shot at isn't
as much of an immediate concern
as re-i njuring hts back. however
The same back marked with a six-

inch scar from the incision of the
surgery. The same back that aches
before and after practice, making
him wonder if football is enough
to keep htm going
"When you wake up every day
and you go to bed every night hurting, you wonder if H's worth it," he
satd. "If I'm gaining 150 yards a
gamc ,1 mi~htfeda 1\n\cdtffercnt

nity. lean reach lOOyards(agame
again). It's just a matter of volume
of carries ... a long as we are
winning a'sOl< though. The team
is what's most important."
Head john Carroll Football
Coach Tony DeCarlo would love
to give Rankin-- whose yards per
carry are down to 5.0 from 5.4
yards a crack last year-- that opportunity. But, he said, he realizes
the importance of Rankin just improving game by game for now.
"Chad's not 100 percent yet,"
DeCarlo said. "(Next year) he's going to come right back to his old
form. He has been improving each
week. He on! y continues to get
better. But he needs every single
day to help him improve."
As his health improves, Rankin
will likely carry the ball more
along with backfield mate
Carmen llacqua. But if his carries
don't increase, he insists he won't
be bitter.
The Blue Streak's (7-1, 6-1) running game will play an integral
part in their bid for an OAC tit1e
and an NCAA play-off birth.
"We feel we need to have a balanced attack with the pass and
the run," DeCarlo said. "We can't
slightourrunninggame. We need
it to win big games. We drifted
away from it (earlier in the season), but now we want to get it
back on track."
Until those hand-offs come
Rankin's way, he will sit, patient
and supportive, with his blue eyes
scanning the £teld, searching for a
hole to burst through and ramble
the rest of the way to the end zone.
(Note: This article was completed prior to Ia t Salu rday' 17-0
vtcoryoverHiram. Ranldn rushed
for 88 yards 011 17 carries i11 that
contest, both season highs.)
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The Carpenters go grunge
on alternative tribute CD
Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor

In a 1974 Rolling Stone interview, Karen Carpenter said that
the image she and her brother Richard had was "Impossible for
Mickey Mouse to maintam • The
article revealed that the visually
and mus1cally v1brant brothersister duo was unhappy with 1ts
image, even though by that ume,
The Carpenters had sold 25 million albums.
What the art1cle d1dn't reveal,
however, was just how turbulent
things were behind The Carpenters' wholesome appeal.
In 1983, Karen, at age 32, died
after her battle with anorexia
nen•osa. And although it seems
that The Carpenters' sugar-coated
pop melodies have survived only
on light-rock radio , many of
today's honest acts-the cranberries, Sheryl Crow, Sonic youth and
Grant lee Buffalo, to name a Jewhave proven that the duo's mfl uence runs deeper. The alternative/grungegroups have joined togetherto pay tribute to the duo on
If I Were A Carpenter (A&M)

Even though the idea of mod ern-day musicians covenng Carpenters class1cs may sound ludicrous, If I Were A Carpenter succeeds on many levels.
Today's groups approach the
duo's work with a respect it finally
deserves, not JUSt because Karen
and Richard created unforgettable,
velvety harmonies such as those
in "We've Only just Begun" and
"Close To You," but because Karen's
resonant voca Is and dynamic
range could never go out of style.
She was simply the best.
According to an A&M press
release, producers David Konjoyan
and Matt Wallace(Replacements)
told the groups interested m the
projeCt to take a Carpenters song
and perform It in their own style.
They did just that.
And while some of the tracks
are poignant remakes and others
are more tongue-m-cheek, most
of them come across as sincere,
and wah asurprisingdoseof originality.
The most distorted ..yet enjoyable track is Shonen Knife's vivacious rendition of "On Top Of The

World ." Sheryl Crow offers up
"Solitaire" as if she penned it herself. And the cranberries' Dolores
O'R10rdan breathes new life into
the dreamy "Close To You."
Other notable tracks are Matthew Sweet's "Let Me Be The One,"
which includes additional voca ls
and keyboards by Richard Carpenter, andjohnette Napolitano's
(Concrete Blonde) heartfelt delivery of "Hurting Each Other."
But the best of the bunch are
Some Youth 's otherworldly rendition of the emotionally gripping
"Superstar," 4 Non Blondes' "Bless
The Beasts and Children," and the
track that sounds closest to the
original, Grant Lee Buffalo's "We've
Only Just Begun."
The only sore spot on If I Were
A Carpenter IS Cracker's sloppy.
whmy "Rainy Days And Mon days." Sure, it's typical of Cracker,
but The Lemon heads or The PoSiescould have done wonders with
this track. Regardless, it's a forgivable flaw in an otherwise wellcrafted tribute to the '70s popidols
who were so much more behind
the smiles.

r----------------------------------------------,
MACARONI AU FROMAGE
If I Were A Carpenter puts an alternative spin on the duo's '70s

pop classics.

Branagh•s overly ambitious Frankenstein disappoints
Jim Rutman
Staff Reporter

,.
"'

Back in the '30s, during the
American mass media's embryonic stage, an imaginative radio
broadcast (i.e. Orson Welles' War
of the Worlds) was enough to send
thelisteningpublicscramblingfor
0
r m a\\ n inv \on. Later,
Alfred HHchcock found a way w
make people strangely wary of
large congregations of birds and
hot showers.
Fast-forward a few decades,
and one sees !hat a sready dosage
of e1ght to ten hour days in f rontof
the television has spawned a society so media-savvy, that it fears
nothmg, barring perhaps one another.
The film industry has witnessed the near ex unction of the
horror genre. So, how much faith
can the studios have in the film
adaptatwn of an early 19th-century novel, written over a weekend by a love struck I9-yea r-old
girl? Answer: Too much.

Mary Shelley's Franlunste111,
Kenneth Branagh's highly anticipated and overly ambitious new
film , is not the stirring new horror
flick that the industry was bank
ing on. It is, instead, a technical

and narrative disappointment.
Frankenstein was ushered in
with limitless expectations and a
flood of Hollywood hype. This
big budget, grand scale production was thought to be the Frankenstein that Hollywood would
finally get right.
lde:a uresastellarcast thatincludcs Robert De Niro, Helena
Bonham Carter, Aidan Quinn, and
Branagh. But not even this remarkable collect ion of talent can save
th is film .
Fran llenstein traces the famil iar plight of Victor Frankenstein
(Branagh) as he progresses from
enthusiastic young medical student to raving, maniacal, but unquestionably successful , medical
student. Vicwr is driven by an
intellectual refusal to accept human mortality. This preoccupation with death leads tO the discoveryof the secret to creating life
and ultimately to the construction of the Creature (De Niro), a
soul as tortured as Victor's.
And as issooften thecasewhen
humans try to do work normally
reserved for deity and nature, unthinkable tragedy follows.
This is the first film of Mary
Shelley's landmark novel that has

JCU Student Career Development Center
presents

NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES at the
ALUMNI SHARING NIGHT
• Listen to Alumni sharing insights into their
own careers and the transition from
college to the world of work
• Speakers from: International Management

Group, Allen Bradley Co., T.V. 8, A.P.A.
Business Services, Federated Investors,
Konica Business Machines
/'

Wednesday, November 1 6, 1 994

7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
JARDINE ROOM RecPiex

remained more or less true to her
story, taking only a reasonable
number of creative liberries in alteri ng plot details. But screenwriters Steph Lady and Frank
Darabont make the mistake of taking the quintessential gothic horror novel and over-cinematizing
it. They rework the story to shtft
the focus to the obsessive romance
between Victor and Elizabeth
(Bonham Carter).
Branagh (Henry V. Much Ado
About Nothing), who has earned
the reputation of being perhaps
the indus try's most d ynam icstage
and screen actor I director,expends

a great deal of effort in trying to
capture the primordial allure and
magnitude of the book. Branagh's
willingness to go over the top is
certainly admirable, but what resu Its is not.
This movie is much too episodic. In an attempttoconvey the
feverish and maddened condiyon
of Victor's mind, Branagh em ploys
a whirling, restless camera. This
device, along with an excessive
and abrupt editing style, has the
effect of emotionally detaching
the viewer from all of the potentially engaging characters and
their voluptuous relationships.

And even Branagh, whose virtuosity has hitherto never been
questioned , is guilty of overacting. He also shows a lack of re straint in his inability to recognize that he spent far too much
time shirtless in the movie.
The classic horror conventions,
combined with profound and poignant social and moral issues
evoked by Shelley, should have resulted in a genuinely provocative
and terror-filled experience. But
what results is a work full of disjointed, grandiose melodrama. It
is, unfortunate! y,allspectac1e with
no substance.

Jesus and Mary Chain wins crowd approval
Catherine Carnago
Staff Reporter
The Jesus and Mary Chain
was all businessasthetrioplayed
to a sold-out Cleveland Agora
crowd last Saturday, Nov. 5.
The show, as a whole, was by
far one of the best to come to the
Cleveland area all year. The
crowd seemed to generate a
feeling of eup,horia, maybe it
was a reflection of the Chain's
new, less aggressive sound. The
band pulled out songs from all

six album releases from the tenyear span that they have been together. Crowd approval was at an
all time high, and it appeared as
though most fans were just enjoying the show.
·
Leadsingerjim Reid busted out
songs from Dark lands to the latest release. Stoned and Dethroned.
The difference in sound from album to album produced a perfectly rounded concert
There was the signature heavy,
hard-driving Chain and the new,

more chilled out version of the
band. The majority of audience
feedback came from Chain hit:;,
"Head On" off of Automatic and
"Sidewalking" off of the same album.
The biggest highlight carne .
when Mazzy Star's Hope
Sandoval came out to share her
vocals on the encore for "Sometimes Always. •
The only disappointment was
that the trio didn't play longer;
the sl1ow ended before 11 p.m.

WORLD
HUNGER
WEEK

Events: November 14-18

Monday: World Hunger Banquet 7 p.m.
Jardine Room • RSVP 397-4260
Wednesday: SKIP-A-MEAL
Wednesday (I Thursday: 30 Hour Fast
Thursday Night f/ Friday Morning: Sleep out on the Quad

(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51¢ PER SERVING)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershi~e.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
Note: For your nutr1t ona convenience, Ci't'i
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million
locatlons, including grocery stores.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..
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The Carpenters go grunge
on alternative tribute CD
Karen Obrzut
Entertamment Editor

...

In a 1974 Rolling Stm1 e intervJew, Karen Carpenter said that
the 1m age she and her brother Richard had was "impossible for
Mickey Mouse to maintain." The
article revealed that the visually
and musically vibrant brothersister duo was unhappy with its
image, even though by that ume,
The Carpenters had sold 25 million albums
What the article didn't reveal ,
however, was just how turbulent
things were behind The Carpenters' wholesome appeal.
In 1983, Karen, at age 32, died
after her battle wnh anorexia
nervosa. And although it seems
that The Carpenters' sugar-coated
pop meloclles have survived only
on light-rock radio, many of
today's hottest acts-the cranberries, Sheryl Crow, Some youth and
Grant lee Buffalo, to name a fewhave proven that the duo's mfluence runs deeper. The alternative/grungegroups have joined tOgether to pay tribute to the duo on
Ifl Were A Carpenter (A&:M)

Even though the idea of modern-day musicians covermg Carpenters classics may sound ludicrous, If l Were A Carpenter succeeds on many levels.
Today's groups approach the
duo's work with a respect it fmally
deserves, not JUSt because Karen
and Richard created unforgettable,
velvety harmonies such as those
in "We've Only just Begun" and
"Close To You," but because Karen's
resonant voc als and dynamic
range could never go out of style.
She was Simply the best.
According to an A&:M press
release, producers David KonJOyan
and ManWall ace (Replacemems)
told the groups interested in the
project to take a Carpenters song
and perform it in their own style.
They did just that.
And while some of the tracks
are poignant remakes and others
are more tongue-in-cheek, most
of them come across as smcere,
and withasurpnsingdoseof originality.
The most distorted, yet enjoyable track is Shonen Knife's vivacious renditionof"On TopOfThe

World." Sheryl Crow offers up
"Solitaire" as if she penned it herself. And the cranbernes' Dolores
O'Riordan breathes new life into
the dreamy "Close To You."
Other notable tracks are Marthew Sweet's "Let Me Be The One ,"
which includes additional vocals
and keyboards by Richard Carpenter, andjohnet te Napolitano's
(Concrete Blonde) heartfelt delivery of "Hurting Each Other."
But the best of the bunch are
Sonic Youth 's otherworldly renditJon of the emotionally gripping
"Superstar," 4 Non Blondes' "Bless
The Beasts and Children," and the
track that sounds closest to the
original,Grant Lee Buffa lo's "We've
Only Just Begun."
The only sore spot on If I Were
A Carpenter is Cracker's sloppy,
whiny "Rainy Days And Mondays." Sure, it's typical of Cracker,
but The Lemon heads or The Posies could havedonewonderswith
this track. Regardless, it's a forgivable flaw in an otherwise wellcrafted tribute to the '70s pop idols
who were so much more behind
the smiles.

<(

z
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Jim Rutman

and narrative disappoi ntment.
Frankenstein was ushered in
Back in the '30s, during the with lim it less expectations and a
Amencan mass med1a's embry- flood of Hollywood hype. This
onic stage, an imaginative radio big budget, grand scale producbroadcast (i.e. Orson Welles' War tion was thought to be the Franoft he Worlds) was enough to send henstein that Hollywood would
the listening public scramblingfor finally get right.
r from a\i n inv lon. Later,
It [eaturesa stellar cast that inAlfred Hitchcock found a way ro
tudes Raben De Niro, Helena
make people strangely wary of Bonham Carter, Aidan Quinn, and
large congregations of birds and Branagh. But not even this remarkhot showers.
able collection of talent can save
Fast-forward a few decades, this film .
a nd one sees that a steady dosage
Fran henst ei n traces the fami lof eight to ten hour days in f rontof iar plight of Victor Frankenstein
the television has spawned a soci- (Branagh) as he progresses from
ety so media-savvy, that it fe ars enthusiastic young medical stunothmg, barnng perhaps one an- dent to raving, maniaca I, but unother.
questionably successful, medical
The film industry has wit- student. Victor is driven by an
nessed the near extinction of th e intellectual refusal to accept huhorror genre. So, how much faith man mortality. This preoccupacan the studios have in the film tion with death leads to the disadaptation of an ea rly 19th-cen- covery of the secret to creating life
tury novel, wntten over a week- and ultimately to the construcend by a love struck 19-year-old tion of the Creature (De Niro), a
girP Answer: Too much.
soul as tortured as Victor's.
Mary Shelley's Franllenstei n,
And as is so often the case when
Kenneth Branagh's h1ghly antici- humans try to do work normally
pated and overly ambitious new reserved for deity and nature, unfilm, is not thestirringnew horror thinkable tragedy follows.
flick that the industry was bank
This is the first film of Mary
ing on. It is, instead, a technical Shelley's landm ark novelthathas

JCU Student Career Development Center
presents

NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES at the
ALUMNI SHARING NIGHT
• Listen to Alumni sharing insights into their
own careers and the transition from
college to the world of work
• Speakers from: International Management
Group, Allen Bradley Co., T.V. 8, A.P.A.

Business Services, Federated Investors,
Konica Business Machines

Wednesday, November 16, 1994

7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
JARDINE ROOM RecPiex

remained more or less true to her
story, taking only a reasonable
number of creative liberties in altering plot details. But screenwriters Steph Lady and Frank
Darabont make themistakeof taking the quintessential gothic horror novel and over-cinematizing
it. They rework the story to shift
the focus to the obsessive romance
between Victor and Elizabeth
(Bonham Caner).
Branagh (Henry V, Much Ado
About Nothing), who has earned
the reputation of being perhaps
theindustry'smostdynamicstage
and screen actorI d irector,expends

If I Were A Carpenter puts an alternative spin on the duo's '70s
pop classics.

a great deal of effort in trying to
captu re the primordial allure and
magnitude of the book. Branagh's
willingness to go over the top is
certainly admirable, but what results is not.
This movie is much too episodic.lnanattempttoconveythe
feverish and maddenedcondi~on
of Victor 's mind, Branaghemploys
a whirling, restless camera. This
device, along with an excessive
and abrupt editing style, has the
effect of emotionally detaching
the viewer from all of the potentially engaging characters and
their voluptuous relationships.

And even Branagh, whose virtuosity has hitherto never been
questioned, is guilty of overacting. He also shows a lack of re stra int in his inability to recognize that he spent far too much
time sh irtless in the movie .
The classic horror conventions,
combined with profound and poignant social and moral issues
evoked by Shelley, should have resulted in a genuinely provocative
and terror-filled experience. But
what results is a work full of disjointed, grandiose melodrama. It
is, unfortunately,all spectacle with
no substance.

Jesus and Mary Chain wins crowd approval
Catherine Camago
Staff Reporter

The Jesus and Mary Chain
was all businessasthetrioplayed
to a sold-out Cleveland Agora
crowd last Saturday, Nov. 5.
The show, as a whole, was by
far one of the best to come to the
Cleveland area all year. The
crowd seemed to generate a
feeling of eup,horia, maybe it
was a reflection of the Chain's
new; less aggressive sound. The
band pulled out songs from all

:
I

Branagh·s overly ambitious Frankenstein disappoints
Staff Reporter

I
I

six album releases from the tenyear span that they have been together. Crowd approva I was at an
all time high, and it appeared as
though most fans were just enjoy·
ing the show.
l.eadsingerjim Reid busted out
songs from Dark lands to the latest release, Stoned and Dethroned.
The difference in sound from album to album produced a perfectly rounded concert
There was the signature heavy,
hard-driving Chain and the new,

more chilled out version of the
band. The majority of audience
feedback came from Chain hits,
"Head On~ off o£ Automatic and
"Sidewalking• off of the same album.
The biggest highlight came .
when Mazzy Star's Hope
Sandoval came out to share her
vocals on the encore for "Sometimes Always."
The onlydisappo'intment was
that the trio didn't play longer;
the show ended before 11 p.m.

WORLD
HUNGER
WEEK

Events: November 14-18

Monday: World Hunger Banquet 7 p.m.
Jardine Room • RSVP 397-4260
Wednesday: SKIP-A-MEAL
Wednesday U Thursday: 30 Hour Fast
Thursday Night fl Friday Morning: Sleep out on the Quad

(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51¢ PER SERVING)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1 cup
3 tbs
1 tsp
1 tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix i n flour over low heat . Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershi~e.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
Note: For your nutrit o al convenienee,
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 mill ion
locacions, including grocery stores.

:
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To the Editor:
l would ltke to address this letter to the mistaken youth of John
Carroll University. Not that I am some Wisdom-filled adul t of the
world, but there is one thing I have learned at John Carroll - the
opinions of the student body do not matter. l am able to recJte three
different instances where it was proven our opinion does not matter.
One is the student involvement in the "process" of choosing the
commencement speaker for graduation. There is non e. Matthew
Kemper did an excellent job comm enting on this last week in a letter to
the editor.
Second case for lack of student input is the review of the visitanon
policy for dormi tory students. I find it very interesting that 81 %of the
students polled by the surveys said they wanted a change, but Fr.
Lavelle said in his memo that he "sees no com pel ling reason for making
a change ..." Even I can see the eompelling reason.
The third example that illustrates the students' opinions do not
matter is the censorship.of the yearbook quotes. The yearbook is the
way for most students to remember their experiences at John Carroll,
especially since the graduation speaker is not their choice. If a student
wants to remember a time when they got sick, so be it. I find that the
censorship of the quotes will actually remind the students of the time
when their opinions did not matter.
1 just wanted to let the students of John Carroll know that the
University appreciates your tuition checks, but they really do not
appreciate your opinions. When it comes down to it, Fr. Lavelle's
opinion is the only one that really matters.

Mr.
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jonathan Boyle
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They are heard
"If a tree falls... •

When I was 16 I went on a trip to Flonda with my father to visit
my grardfather who was turning 85. Two of my uncles were
there, ard a couple other men. It was manly bording at its best.
This, in my mind was my induction into manhood. The first night
we picked up my grandfather and went out to a bar. I sat there,
sipping my frosty root beer, listening to these men talk, tell
JOkes and laughing a hearty manly laugh. My heart was full of
pride: I had been included in those jokes that my father had
previously sent me out of the room to tell when Iwas little. The
spotlight turned to me. I thought hard of all the jokes I had heard
tn my two years of high school and took my leap Into manhood:
~>--~.......__ _ _ "This
walks Into a bar with a poodle under her &rm-." A
laugh. Not JUSt a polite snicker, but
a laugh. My eyes swelled with
tears I was so proud of myself: I
had told the best JOke of the night.
".. .in a forest...·

This summer I worked in a steel mill
with manly men. There were days
when I ached from laughing at
"dirty" jokes more than from
working. I was a real man now.
Working hard, coming home
everyday covered in the grime of
manlihood. I started shaving my
beard everyday out of "necessity."
World View Editor
There were no women on the job,
but Ms. June, July and August filled
the wall space in between the blueprints ard the hooks for our
hard hats.
·-and there's no one around..."
Then I returned to civilization. I had to start watching what 1
said_ that was tough. I got this look from someone on the
Carroll News staff one day as I rattled of some of the fiction I
had learned this summer. It was a we1rd look the guy sitting
across the office from me wasn't Interested in hearing my joke
that had a degrading tilt toward women. The look said, not now.
So I shut my mouth. At first I wondered what the problem was.
Then 1t hit me: All the manliness Ithought I gained this summer
hadn't taught me much.
•... does it make a soundr

Sexual harassment, male chauvinism can sneak up on you. It
starts when there's no one around to press charges. or reprimard you. Iwould never purposely degrade anyone, and yet
that's exactly what I'd been domg every one of my last 5 years:
in the locker room, on the job sight, 1n the bar. I listened to and
participated in the degradation of women. My father grew up in
an age when things like that were "okay." They didn't know any
different. We must know better.
All right, maybe I'm being a little melodramatic. To some these
jokes seem harmless.
Male college students must realize that there is no place for
sexual harassment, or degradation in the work place. I once
heard someone say that sexual harassment is anything you
would not say or do to your mom, that's my new rule, sure 1 may
never go on a date agail\ but Ididn't go on that many to begin
with.
I'm looking out for the honor of man just as much as respect for
women. I don't know why we do it, but men feel this need for
these dirty jokes, that degrade women. Funny thing is women
feel a need for equal nghts ano proper treatment in the work
place. They deserve it - we all do.

JCU's Moving Adventure
Just when we thought stringent University Heights housing restrictions would
turn us back to dorm life, on-campus students at john Carroll are faced with yet
another barrier to the freedom of choice: The decision of Rev. Michael]. Lavelle,
president of John Carroll, to maintain the current visitation policy and its prohibitions on late night visitors.
In a memo to thejCU community, Lavelle said that one of hisreasonsformaintaining the current policy is that more obligations exist in a residence hall situation for
privacy and safety, which he terms "a special environment." He contrasts this
environment to that of an apartment, saying that it is easier to control the circumstances of apartment living. While this statement might be true to some extent,
Lavelle makes an interesting comment about our residence halls. He makes it sound
as thou we are risking something, namely our privacy and safety, by making the
choice to live on -cam pus. In doing so, Lave lle is inadvertently encouraging students
to live off-campus if they wish to be treated like responsible adults and not reform
school children. Since there are less than 25 percent of the senior class living on
campus and room and board rates have recently increased, we would think that the
administration, especially Lavelle, would want to keep students on-campus.

No input, No improvement
The embittered soldiers werefully armed with weapons and artillery, but on the
day of the battle, no one showed up.
For as long as anyone can remember, students and faculty at john Carroll have
decried what they have termed the "dismal" and "disappointing" state of the Carroll
library. Some faculty, for instance, have required that students seek information
from other libraries in order to find proper sources. Students have blamed their poor
research papers on the lack of available material at the Grasselli Library.
But evidently these people have had a change of heart.
The administrators of Grasselli Library held an open forum last Wednesday to
allow members of the john Carroll community to air their concerns and "possible
solutions," as their advertisement stated, about problems at the library.
No one showed up. Not a single person.
·
That could mean one of two things. Either people agree with us that the library
staff does an admirable job with the available resources, or the people who previously had complaints about Grasselli had had all of their concerns cleared up over
the course of the last two weeks. Neither of these possibilities seems very realistic.
What seems more realistic is the idea that the library complainers really have no
interest in improving the library at all. For if they had, then they would have
appeared at the meetings. Instead, their lack of effort to voice their concerns leads
one to believe that these people are not complaining a bout the library for the sake of
its betterment, but rather they are simply complaining to complain. In that case,
they can spare us any further ear strain about how lousy the Grasselli library is, and
save their breath. Now they have no room to talk.

h t s

and

Seniors express uneasiness; urge students to
address Issue of rights
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the letter to the edttor in Tht! CN on Nov.
3 by Nicki Plottner[Development Office]. In her letter she referred to the
yearbook situation, stating, "The immaturity which is apparent scares
me." Since when did self-expression become immature?
According to Webster's New World Dictionary, "immature" means
"...lacking the emotional maturity, sense of responsibility, etc. characteristic of an adult." It is indeed our responsibility as adults to stand up
for wha t we believe and know is right.
What scares us is the apparent lack of respect for the struggles that
people endure to gain us our rights. The issue of the censorship of the
yearbook is what prompted us to write this letter,however. the more we
e p.r.~-.bl:~ .WI~~&IS.S..W:
disc ussed it, the more we reahz.ed tb.
yearbook. The problem as we see it is the constant suppression of our
nghts as students.
As seniors we have witnessed suppression in the past, however, we
have see n an increase in the frequency incl uding visitation, co mmencement speaker, and the yearbook.
We are leavingJCU in May, and in all actuality we could turn our
backs on this and chalk it up as another win for the administration.
However, we want to say that the current relationship between the
administration and the students is one of apparent distrust and disrespect.
lf there is one thing that we feel we have learned at JCU, it is to
questton thin gs, not to accept th ings at face value. Well, we are questioning, we are evaluating, and in our efforts to practice what we are
being taught, we are being ignored and looked down upon.
We know that this letter is not going to change the current situation;
this is not our intent. Our intent is actually two-fold:To let the administration know that as grad uatingseniors we are leaving with an uneasy
feeling about the treatment of the concerns and most importantly the
rights of students. This is not something that can be ignored. And
secondly, although we as students can also ignore what's going on, how
far are we going to let it go? How much are we going to let them take
away?
We've all had great experiences at this school, but we can also make
a difference at this school Let's stand up for what is ours and what is
right. lf we don't, apparently no one will.
Meredith Green
Jill Patterson
Class of 1995

Professor calls for balance of ''rights" and
responsibilities
To the Editor:
Would that those who furiously declaim about "Rights" were as
concerned about Responsibilities. True freedom requires both.
Could we strive for a bit more balance in this discussion?
Sheila E. McGinn
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

•

m1sses

HIT: The new benches in the Atrium. MISS: Your censored yearbook; pick one up
in the Atrium. HIT: CN first and third place awards in New Orleans. MISSED:
World Series. HIT: Election Day; high voter turn out. MISS: Overheated classrooms.

.........

Gregg Pike
Class of 1994

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor, as it is
our way of knowing what you like or dislike about the
newspaper, the campus, or life in general. We ask that
letters be submitted by 12 p.m. Monday. in the Carroll
News office, to be eligible for publication. We reserve the
right to edit letters for clarity or space considerations.
Letters must be signed and accompanied by your phone
number.

FORUM
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Conflicting values make decisions tough
S~!t~
conditionally, and taking care of one's neighbor
Forum Ed1tor
even if you consider them to be your enemy. These
When 1was younger. many thmgsseemcd qune things are also seen as good for many Americans
simple to me. Decisions which were tliffi~.:ult for who are also Christians.
me basically involved deciding between doing
However, these values may often conflict with
what was "right" and what was "wrong.' This one another. lt seems to me that some Capitalist
distinction was easily discernible based on what values don't have much in common with Christian
my parents and teachers had instilled in me w1th ones. How ts one supposed to achieve success in a
a foundation in Catholic and American values. All Capitalist system without having a somewhat selfl had to do was decide if I wanted todothe"good" ish motivation7 How does one reconcile turning
thing that might not be beneficial for me, or the the other cheek and flghung for his or her own
"bad"thingthatwould,theoretically,getmewhere rights? The answers to these questions are not
1 wanted to be. It was not
easily discerned
This Is just one example of
always as easy as perhaps
I've made it sound, but I DeCJd/ng what 0116
conflictingvaluesystems. There
areconflictsforCathollc women.
somet tmes appreciate my
rormerabilityt~see things believes Is no simple
whoarehghtingsextsmandcenas black and whne as I deal
turies of oppression in patriarchalestablishmentsineveryfacet
with the shades of gray 1
experience as I get older.
of society Then they confront
As I've learned about
the reality of a continued patricillferent cultures and their varying political, eco- archalsystem in thdrCatholicCburch, threatened
nomic, social, religious systems, I've come toques· with the prospect of losing their rehg1on -of no
tion the ·-isms" that are commonly accepted as a longer being able to consider themselves Catholic
way of life in the Unite'd States, ideas that are ex- -if they do not continue to accept the gender roles
pressed insuchareasasCapitalism,Protestantism, in the Church that are dictated, they are told, by
and Catholicism and even Patriotism. rve realized Christ's life as found in acanomcal New Testament.
a certain tension in their simultaneous existence
Deciding what one believes is no s1mple task. as
Because 1have been raised Catholic and attended the decision Is based In many different a~pects of
Catholic schools my entire life. and have simulta- life. Values are shaped by the different groups with
neously lived in a capi talistic,democratlc country, which a person associates. Race, class, gender and
1 have come to believe that things are "good" and religionaresomegeneralexamplesof groups wblcll.
others are "bad." as my society and upbringing if a common set of characteristics can be said to
have defined them.
define them, can cause conflict in an individual
The •American• concepts of hard W'Ork,compe- who is trying to remain loyal to all groups.
For years I've heard people say things aren't al·
tition, freedom. rising to the top of the corporate
ladder, improving social position through educa- ways black and white, and I'm sure it comes as no
tion and being "the best" amongst others- all of surprise to anyone who reads my words. Thechalthese thingsareviewed as good and acceptable and lenge,lt seems. that many of us confront is this: to
encouraged by parents who want their children to decide what choice is best for us to make; which
be successful. The Christian ideals that are also things will be sacrificed in order to nw.intam the
present for many Americans include loving one things we value most; and how, i( weare able to, we
another, turningtheother cheek, taking the lowest will reconcile behaving inconsistently in conClic:tplace,givingselflessly toothers,lovingothers un- ingareasof our lives.

Mary AMe

task

THE
PRCKET PICK-UP
IMPORTANT NEW
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'95- '96 SCHOOL YEAR

WATCH FOR DETAILS
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[i]ommentary

They are heard
"If a tree falls ... •

When I was 16 I went on a trip to Florida with my father to visit
my grandfather who was turning 85. Two of my uncles were
there, and a couple other men. It was manly bonding at its best.
This, in my mind was my induction into manhood. The first night
we picked up my grandfather and went out to a bar. I sat there,
sipping my frosty root beer, listening to these men talk. tell
JOkes and laughing a hearty manly laugh. My heart was full of
pnde: I had been included in those jokes that my father had
previously sent me out of the room to tell when I was little. The
spotlight turned to me. I thought hard of all the joke's I had heard
in my two years of high school and took my leap into manhood:
"This lady w*s Into a bar with a poodle under her arm-" A
laugh. Not just a polite s nicker, but
a laugh. My eyes swelled with
tears I was so proud of myself: I
had told the best joke of the night.
•... in a forest ... •

This summer I worked in a steel mill
with manly men. There were days
when I ached from laughing at
"dirty" jokes more than from
working. I was a real man now.
Working hard, coming home
everyday covered in the grime of
manlihood. I started shaving my
beard everyday out of "necessity.•
World View Editor
There were no women on the job,
but Ms. June, July and August filled
the wall space in between the blueprints and the hooks for our
hard hats.
•... and there's no one around... "

Then I returned to civilization. I had to start watching what I
satd- that was tough. I got this look from someone on the
Carroll News staff one day as I rattled of some of the fiction I
had learned this summer. It was a weird look: the guy sitting
across the office from me wasn't interested in hearing my joke
that had a degrading tilt toward women. The look said, not now.
So I shut my mouth. At first l wondered what the problem was.
Then it hit me: All the manliness I thought I gained this summer
hadn't taught me much.
•... does

it make a sound?"

Sexual harassment, male chauvinism can sneak up on you. It
starts when there's no one around to press charges. or reprimand you. I would never purposely degrade anyone, and yet
that's exactly what I'd been doing every one of my last 5 years:
in the locker room, on the job sight, in the bar. I listened to and
participated in the degradation of women. My father grew up in
an age when things like that were "okay." They didn't know any
different. We must know better.
All right, maybe I'm being a little melodramatic. To some these
jokes seem harmless.
Male college students must realize that there is no place for
sexual harassment, or degradation in the work place. I once
heard someone say that sexual harassment is anything you
would not say or do to your mom, that's my new rule, sure I may
never go on a date again, but I didn't go on that many to begin
with.
I'm looking out for the honor of man just as much as respect for
women. I don't know why we do it, but men feel this need for
these dirty jokes, that degrade women. Funny thing is women
feel a need for equal rights and proper treatment in the work
place. They deserve it -we all do.

JCU's Moving Adventure
just when we thought stringent University Heights housing restrictions would
turn us back to dorm life, on-campus students at John Carroll are faced with yet
another barrier to the freedom of choice: The decision of Rev. Michael]. Lavelle,
president of john Carroll, to maintain the current visitation policy and its prohibitions on late night visitors.
In a memo to theJCU community, Lavelle said that one of his reasons formaintaining the current policy is that more obligations exist in a residence hall situation for
privacy and safety, which he terms "a special environment." He contrasts this
environment to that of an apartment, saying that it is easier to control the circumstances of apartment living. While this statement might be true to some extent,
Lavelle makes an interesting comment about our residence halls. He makes it sound
as tho h we are risking something, namely our rivacy and safety, by making the
choice to live on -cam pus. In doing so, Lavelle is in advertently encouraging students
to live off -campus if they wish to be treated like responsible adults and not reform
school children. Since there are less than 25 percent of the senior class living on
campus and room and board rates have recently increased, we would think that the
administration, especially Lavelle, would want to keep students on-campus.

No input, No improvement
The embittered soldiers were fully armed with weapons and artillery, but on the
day of the battle, no one showed up.
For as long as anyone can remember, students and faculty at john Carroll have
decried what they have termed the "dismal" and "disappointing" state of the Carroll
library. Some faculty, for instance, have required that students seek information
from other libraries in order to find proper sources. Students have blamed their poor
research papers on the lack of available material at the Grasselli Library.
But evidently these people have had a change of heart.
The adminis.trators of Grasselli Library held an open forum last Wednesday to
allow members of the john Carroll community to air their concerns and "possible
solutions," as their advertisement stated, about problems at the library.
·
No one showed up. Not a single person.
That could mean one of two things. Either people agree with us that the library
staff does an admirable job with the available resources, or the people who previously had complaints about Grasselli had had all of their concerns cleared up over
the course of the last two weeks. Neither of these possibilities seems very realistic.
What seems more realistic is the idea that the library complainers really have no
interest in improving the library at all. For if they had, then they would have
appeared at the meetings. Instead, their lack of effort to voice their concerns leads
one to believe that these people are not complaining about the library for the sake of
its betterment, but rather they are simply complaining to complain. In that case,
they can spare us any further ear strain about how lousy the Grasselli library is, and
save their breath. Now they have no room to talk.

h
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To the Ediwr:
I would like to address this letter to the mistaken youth of John
Carroll University. Not that I am some wisdom-filled adult of the
world, but there is one thing I have learned at John Carroll - the
opinions of the student body do not matter. 1am able to recite three
different instances where it was proven our opmion does not matter.
One is the student involvement in the ~process" of choosing the
commencement speaker for graduation. There is none. Matthew
Kemper did an excellent job commenting on th is last week in a letterto
the editor.
Second case for lack of student input is the review of the visitation
policy for dormitory students. 1find it very interesting th at 81% of the
students polled by the surveys said they wanted a change, but Fr.
Lavelle said in his memo that he "sees nocompellingreason for making
a change..." Even I can see the compelling reason.
The third example that illustrates the students' opinions do not
matter is the censorship. o[ the yearbook quotes. The yearbook is the
way for most students to remember their experiences at john Carroll,
especially since the graduation speaker is not their choice. If a student
wants to remember a time when they got sick, so be it. I find that the
censorship of the quotes will actually remind the students of the time
when their opinions did not matter.
l just wanted to let the students of john Carroll know that the
University appreciates your tuition checks, but they really do not
appreciate your opinions. When it comes down to it, Fr. Lavelle's
opinion is the only one that really matters.
Gregg Pike
Class of 1994

Seniors express uneasiness; urge students to
address issue of rights
To the Editor
This letter is in response to the letter to the editor in The CN on Nov.
3 by Nicki Plottner!DevelopmentOffice]. In her letter she referred to the
yearbook situation, stating, "The immatur ity whKh is apparent scares
me." Since when did self -expression become immature?
According to Webster's New World Dictionary, "immature" means
"... lacking the emotional maturity, sense of responsibility, etc. characteristic of an adult." It is indeed our responsibility as adults to stand up
for what we believe and know is right.
What scares us is the apparent lack of respect for the struggles that
people endure to gain us our rights. The issue of the censorship of the
yearbook is what prompted us to write this letter, however, th e more we
d iscu~d it, the more we realized ~.L...J,:O:.,~lJll~;ID..W~Wl~~
yearbook. The problem as we see it is the constant suppression of our
rights as students.
As seniors we have witnessed suppression in the past, however, we
have seen a n increase m the frequency including v isitatlon ,commencement speaker, and the yearbook.
We are leavingjCU in May, and in all actuality we could turn our
backs on this and chalk it up as another win for the administration.
However, we want to say that the current relationship between the
administration and the students is one of apparent distrust and disrespect.
If there is one thing that we feel we have learned at JCU, it is to
question th ings, not to accept things at face value. Wdl, we are questioning, we are evaluating, and in our efforts to practice what we are
being taught, we are being ignored and looked down upon.
We know that this letter is not going to change the current situation;
this is not our intent. Our intent is actually two-fold: To let the administration know thatasgraduatingseniors weare leaving with an uneasy
feeling about the treatment of the concerns and most importantly the
rights of students. This is not something that can be ignored. And
secondly, although we as students can also ignore what's going on, how
far are we going to let it go? How much are we going to let them take
away?
We've all had great experiences at this school, but we can also make
a difference at this school. Let's stand up for what is ours and what is
right. If we don't, apparently no one wilL
Meredith Green
Jill Patterson
ClasS of 1995

Professor calls for balance of ''rights" and
responsibilities
To the Editor:
Would that those who furiously declaim about "Rights" were as
concerned about Responsibilities. True freedom requires both.
Could we strive for a bit more balance in this discussion?
Sheila E. McGinn
Ass is tan t Professor of Religious Studies
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HIT: The new benches in the Atrium. MISS: Your censored yearbook; pick one up
in the Atrium. HIT: CN first and third place awards in New Orleans. MISSED:
World Series. HIT: Election Day; high voter turn out. MISS: Overheated classrooms.

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor, as it is
our way of knowing what you like or dislike about the
newspaper. the campus, or life in general. We ask that
letters be submitted by 12 p.m. Monday, in the Carroll
News office, tobeeligibleforpublication. We reserve the
right to edit letters for clarity or space considerations.
Letters must be signed and accompanied by your phone
number.

FORI.N
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Conflicting values make decisions tough
Mary Anne Soltis
conditionally. and taking care of one's neighbor
FOI1JITI Editor
even if you considerthem to be your enemy. These
When I was younger, many things seemed quite things are also seen as good. for many Americans
simple to me. Decisions which were tlifficult for who are alsoChnstians.
However, these values may often conflict with
me basically involved deciding between doing
what was "right" and what was "wrong." This one another lt seems to me that some Capitalist
distinction was easily discernible based on what values don't have much in common with Christian
my parents and teachers had instilled in me with ones. How is one supposed to achieve success in a
a foundation in Catholic and Arilencan values. All Capitalist system without having asomewhatselfI had to do was decide if I wanted to do the "good" ish mouvation? How does one reconcile turning
thing that might not be beneficial for me, or the the other cheek and fighnng for his or her own
"bad" thing that would,theoretically,getmewhere rights? The answers to these questions are not
1 wanted to be. 1t was not
easily discerned.
always as easy as perhaps
This is just one example of
I've ffi:ade it sound, but I Deciding What
conflictingvaluesystems. There
someumes appreciate my
areconflictsforCathoUcwomen,
formerabilityroseethings
s/mn/e whoarefightingsexismandcenas black and wh1te as I deal
r
turies of oppression in patriarwith the shades of gray I
chalestablishmentsmeveryfacet
BS ...
of society. Then they confront
experience as 1get older.
As I've learned about
the reality of a continued patridUferent cultures and their varying political, eco- archal system in thelrCatholicChurch, threatened
nomic. social, religious systems, I've come toques- with the pT06pect of losing their religion - d no
tion the "-isms· that are commonly accepted as a longer being able to consider themselves Catholic
way of life in the United States, ideas that are ex- -if they do not continue to accept the gender roles
pressed insuchareasasCapitalism.Protestantism, in the Church that are dictated, they are told, by
and Catholicism and even Patrtotism.l've realized Christ's life as found in a canonical New Testament.
a certain tension in their simultaneous existence.
Deciding what one believes is no simple task, as
Because 1have been raised Catholic and attended the decision is based in many different aspects of
Catholic schools my entire life, and have simulta- life. Values are shaped by thedifferentgroupswith
neouslylivedinacapitalistic,democraticcountry, which a person associates. Race,class,genderand
1have come to believe that things are "good• and religionaresomegeneralexamplesof groupswhich.
others are "bad; as my society and upbringing if a common set of characterisrics can be Sl.id to
have defined them.
define them, can cause conflict in an individual
The •Amer!can'concepts of hard work,compe- who is trying to remain loyal to all groups.
ririon, freedom, rising to the top of the corporate
For years I've heard people say things aren't atladder, improving social posidon through educa- ways black and white. and l'm sure it comes as no
don and being "the best• amongst others- all of surprise to anyone who reads my words. The chatthese things are viewed as good and acceptable and lenge, It seems, that many of us confront is this: to
encouraged by parents who want their children to decide what choice is best for us to make; w,hicb
be successful The Christian ideals that are also things will be sacrificed ln order to tnllintam the
present for many Americans Include loving one thing:; we value mosr; and h~. if weare able to, we
another, turningtheothercheek, taking the lowest will reconcile behaving inconsistently in conflictplace, giving selfless! y to others, loving others un- ing areas of our lives.
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IMPORTANT NEW
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
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OUT ON ALIMB by Gary Kopervas
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uvou've got to be kidding! You want to cheat olf
my test? Get a clue kid, I'M A VEGETABLE!!"

RAil By Ben Smith
OK,HO.., .. .
01(,t"<Jt1 .. .
OK,f\4oM,I WILL ...

, rt.'E ' HOM.

1 CAN'T 8EUEVf 11-415! I 'M
1'H IRTY· (jOU!•O '1'EA ~~ OLD ,

S"~ llt.l'5

COULDtfT 00

AS IF 1
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TELl HE TO (miNt; IN TilE
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Plm'EO PLANTS &fORE
THE COLO FRONT HIT~ !1
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by Mark Parisi
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Hel Wanted
No Gimmicks- Extra Income
Now! Envelope stuffing- $600$800 every week. Free details:
SASE to lnternationallnc.l375
Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn,
New York 11230.
Earn- $2500 & free Spring
Break Trips! Sell S trips & go
free! Best trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica ,
Panama City! Great experience! 1-800-678-6386!
Full Time and Part time-Valet,
Cashiers& Parkmgattendants
needed $5.50 per hour to start
plus full benefits. Call Amy at
696-2696.
Spring Break 95-America's #1
spring break company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Panama. 110% lowest price
guarantee. Organize 15 friends
and travel free. Earn highest
commissions.
(800)32TRAVEL.
Cruise Ships Hiring-Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal &
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full-time employment available. No exp necessary. For
info. Call l- 206-634-0468
ext.c5556l.
Wanted!!! Individuals and Student Organizations to Promote
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. Call inter-campus programs 1-800-327-6013.
Baby-sitter needed for two and
a half year old boy- for occasional weekend evenings. Own
transportation great but not
necessary. 291-5911.
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in the Ad Building. VERY IMPORTANT the owner gets this
back. Extreme sentimental
value. Reward is offered. Please
call Debbie, 621-5132

For Sale
Waterbed for sale. Includes 6
drawers, mirrored headboard,
hearer, mattress and padded
rails - $50. 291-5911.
1993 Sea-Doo XP and 1992 Polaris 650 SL with extras. Will
sell separately or together with
Tandem trailer. (216)535-4516.

Positions available at Quinn's.
Call 932-6999.

Two Pioneer speakers, 150
watts each, 3 way. Call 3211604.

Stud Abroad

Personals

Do you want to Study Abroad?
Go to Loyola University Rome
Center for a year or a semester.
For more info call1-800-344ROMA.

Congratulations john and
Meg! Way to go! Bu-bye Now.

Lost and Found

Hey 2-can Sam! 'Once I start
working out, I'm gonna wipe
the floor with you.' Yeah , OKC. H.

Lost-Broach, half dollar in size,
gold with silver horse inlaid
into maroon background. Lost
on Monday morning between
the library lor and somewhere

Good job last week Joe Guay.
Keep ir up for this week.

Hey squirt- you love met

"On The Street Where You Live"
ACROSS
1 lnte<state exit
5 Country estate
1o Uma's country
14 Distant
15 Wonhlp
16 Center ol relation
17 Eye part
18 FIUMUS shopping

_,

20 Comedian Knotts
21

Tire wttll dlAlness

22
23
25
27
29
33
34
35

Vocalize

Plant shoal
Highest point
Planet

Th...rtr-tt
Sinned
Ships' berths
Nigerian

38 Golfers needs
37 Pacllltlts
38 Ileal

38 One 1n oqon
40 Transmb
41 Fred Alntslone'a wWe

-42 Strtet pretkcuson
44 Ablene'a Swe
45 Opera
48 StanfO<d
47 Samkea
50
• hand

51
54
57
58

l'orisi411 _.,
Mvtttisen s~
CQIIapslble shelter
State:Franch
59 Mr. Nero
eo Eq~n· s need
61 Theol. lnstltUIJons
62 Pares
63 _
James :Singer
DOWN
1 Surprise anack
2
·Ametlcan
3 Dimey' World strm
4 Press raleases:Abbn!v.
5 Datlc red

6 Decorate W1lh omamenra
7 Plant part
8 Paydlrl
9 Classic car
10 Separated
11 Thealet sign
12 Shatter

13 Pusher'• cuelomer
19 Alexander
:Aahor
21 Cardinal, eg24 Stage prompls
25 First s!gn ol the zodiac
26 Roblin antlthe8ls
27 Glass.lca and mixer
28 Sports palace
29 W'ukSts.
30 FWl/ICUM stnet

41 Magician's need
43 Nuna dOihlng
44 Baseball' a Ralph & famly
48 Slant on an edge
47 Singer Ed
48 Evaluate
49 Eve's partner
50 Tardy

52 S!t9e part
53 Slcllan volcano
55 Opposlte:Abbn!v.
56 Malden rwme preceder
57 Three In Rome
Solution to "Felix &

Fido~

31 Fragrance
32 Systems ol exercise ?
34 Sophia In Moscow
37 Llfeless
38 PenaJIZa

40 WOld with cheese
watch

or
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